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Vietnam VetSays Pot'Charge A Frame-Up
IPolice Brutality Is Charged
Following Arrest At Night Spot

Teenage Clerk Guns
Down A Hold-Up Man
A 16-year-old clerk in a sun- .32 caliber pistol he was holddry store risked his life last ing and was assisted, staggerSaturday afternoon to foil the ing from the store by his comhold-up of the Vickery Sundry panion.
Store
at
1208
Mississippi When policemen arrived a
blvd., and with split second short while after the shooting,
timing grabbed a shotgun they found Willingham lying
from under a counter and behind the store and his comshot to death one of two panion hiding a short distance
would-be bandits confronting from the scene.
his employer.
James Otis Willingham, 25, Homicide Capt. R. L. Willof 1623 S. Orleans, rear, was iams said that since Willingshot in the chest by Freeman ham is a juvenile, the case
Logan, a high school student, will be handled by Juvenile
as he and a companion were Court Judge Kenneth Turner.
demanding money from Willie The victim is survived by
Vickery, owner of the store, at his wife, Mrs. Elnora Willingham of the S. Orleans address.
around 3:45 p.m.
Police said that Willingham The name of his companion
had pointed the pistol at young was not released by police at
Logan, and then turned it on deadline.
Mr. Vickery, when the teen- The attempted' hold-up ocage clerk dived beneath the cured in an area where numercounter and came up in a ous robberies have taken place
split second to blast the hold- within the past few weeks, and
merchants have armed themup man in the chest.
When struck by the shotgun selves to discourage such inciblast, the victim dropped the dents.

A 22 year-old Memphian just
recently returned from Vietnam with an Air Force Commendation Medal, went out
for a night of recreation at
Club Tropicana on Thomas st
last Saturday and ended up
with three charges on him the
following day, including what
he called a trumped up charge
of possession of marijuana.
Melvin Brooks, of 1360 Breedlove, told the Tri-State Defender that he went to Club
Tropicana, paid for admission
and before the night was over
had experienced a night of
horror, just because he tried
to be a "good Samaritan."
Mr. Brooks, who was discharged
late last year as an
RIGHTS LEADERS HONof leadership and work to
stitute; Andrew Bienailler, Air Force sergeant after servORED — Roy Wilkins, exethat area. Former Vice
AFL-CIO civil rights lob- ing four years, said he went
cutive director of the
President Hubert H. Humbyist and legislative direc- to Club Tropicana, paid two
NAACP, was recently honphrey was also c ite d.
tor; Mr. Wilkins and Mr. dollars, was admitted and then
ored by the Leadership
From left are Bayard RusHumphrey.
began looking .for a table
Conference on Civil Rights
tin, executive director of
where
some friends might be
for his more than 20 years
the A. Philip Randolph Inseated.
He said he spotted Miss
JoAnn Harts, David Hall and
some other friends and began
talking with them, and while
the conversation was in progress a black guard came up,
whirled him around by the
shoulder, and said, "Nigger,
you know how -to come
don't
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Two points. The first was a moving
The American Civil Liberties bail. Persons who may be a
of the elder statesmen of the memoriam by Rabbi Richard in this place?" and added,
Union supports reform of the menace to public safety if they
When Mrs. Jurlean Cathey, civil rights movement — Hub- Hirsch to Dr. King and to Sena- "We aren't going to have that
bail system to eleiminate the are released prior to trial
crap like we had last night."
present injustice of basing a should be — and can be — 24, of 1445 Kimball heard a ert H. Humphrey and Roy Wil- tor Robert Kennedy.
defendant's release not on the dealt with by existing substant- knock at her door about 1:45 kins—were paid rare tributes Whitney Young, Executive When he tried to explain
probabilities of his appearing ive criminal law or by laws a.m., last Saturday, she thought by the Leadership Conference Director of the National Urban that he had not been in the
voluntarily for trial, but on the relating to the commitment it was her husband, and that on Civil Rights at the organiza- League, D. C. Mayor Walter Tropicana the night before,
number of previous bonds that and treatment of the mentally be had forgotten to take his tion's recent 20th Anniversary Washington, and Clarence Mit- he said the guard told him he
he might have outstanding. Re- ill. Persons considered likely to key with him.
chell, Jr., Director, Washington was a "smart nigger," and
lease on personal recognizance flee before the trial can be But when she got to the Former vice pr,--;,ident
B ureau of NAACf, were that he could get his money
should be the normal and us- dealt with under current surety door, and opened it, not a phrer'and NAACP Executive eloquent and personal in their back and leave.
ual method for the release of bond procedures. But to add to soul was in sight.
Director Wilkins were cited for tributes to Humphrey and Wil- "As I was turning to go up
all persons accused of crime. our present bail system debatMrs. Cathey had no sooner their outstanding leadership, kins.
and get my money back and
When additional assurance of able procedures for incarcerat- returned to her bed when she work, and contributions to civil
leave," Mr. Brooks said, "thel
Other
tributes
came
from
appearance is deemed neces- ing social undesirables would heard the knock on the door rights during the past twenty
sprayed a chemical in
Miss Dorothy Height, President guard
sary, acceptable alternatives tend only to undermine the sy- once more.
years.
eyes
and clubbed me over
my
stem and to vitiate the constiinclude:
The dinner meeting attracted National Council of Negro the head with a heavy flashOpening
it,
she
looked
out
Women;
Walter
Reuther,
Presia wide cross-section of civil
light."
1. Release In custody of tutional principles on which it and saw no one.
dent, United Automobile Workis based.
rights
leaders,
activists,
and
At the same time the
a person or organization
This
time
she
walked out on
The Union thus opposes presupporters. The overflow crowd ers; and Andrew Biemiller, Le- guard sprayed him, the former
willing to supervise the acthe
porch
to
get
a
better
view
gislative
Director,
AFL-CIO.
A
ventive detention for all persons
of more than 1,400 included proairman said, the chemical was
cused;
except convicted defendants of the premises and was met minent people of many faiths special presentation was made sprayed onto David Hall, who
by
a
hail of bullets. Four of
2. Supervision by a p r o- awaiting appeal, as all pre-trial
and races, Senators, Congress- to Mrs. Humphrey by Mrs, had just gotten back from
bation officer;
defendants must be presumed the bullets struck the house, an men, and labor, religious and Juanita Mitchell, NAACP lead- service in the Philippines.
3. Certain restrictions on innocent until proven guilty (a Mrs. Cathey was felled by civic
er from Baltimore.
leaders.
Mr. Brooks said that he
travel, association a n d presumption greatly diminish- one in her right thigh.
The speakers recalled and The audience gave the Dis- remarked to Mr. Hall that they
abode;
ed in the case of persons al- She was carried to John recaptured the spirit of past trict of Columbia Youth had received better treatment
4. Release during daylight ready convicted), and there- Gaston Hospital where her
civil rights battles, and a 11 Chorale a standing ovation for overseas than they were gethours only;
fore. not necessarily "danger- condition was listed as good.
stressed the urgency of a "reaf- its musical tribute to "Twenty ting at home. Taken to the
5. 10% deposit bond; or ous" simply because they stand
firmation and rededication to Years of Hubert Humphrey and club bouncer, he said the man
6. Bail bond
accused.
the goals of Dr. Martin luther Civil Rights." Former Ambas- led him into the rest room
A defendant who is out on Attempts by the major newsKing. Jr., medgar Evers, and sador Patricia Harris helped where he could wash the
bond enjoys a greater chance for papers and the Memphis Police
Senator Robert Kennedy."
narrate the beautifully done chemical out of his eyes, and
acquital. He can assist his at- Department to influence the
Bayard Rustin, who was the musical tribute.
he got out, the bouncer told
torney in investigating the facts decision of a Court of law in
organizing genius behind the In his remarks, Mr. Hum- him to have a seat at a table.
of his case, assist in prepara- the matter of setting bonds
massive and historic 1963 Civil phrey declared, "We must fight As he was sitting there. he
tion of the trial, and continue poses a conflict of the rights to
Rights March on Washington, hard for freedom and justice. said he saw policemen come in
working to pay for investigat- freedom of speech on the one
set the tone of the meeting, as We must demand the public and and begin taking people out
ive and legal costs and to sup- hand and the due process of
program chairman and master private resources necessary for and arresting them, and thinkport his family. The defendant law on the other. An attempt
of ceremonies. Rustin is Execu- true equality of life. But we ing that they might have been
who must wait many months in any form intended or caltive Director of the A. Philip must do so without giving way there in response to the earlier
in jail can do none of these culated to influence or intimi- State Representative James
Randolph Institute and Chair- to hate without breaking the disturbance in which he had
I.
Taylor
and
some
300
protesthings, and often can never date a city court judge should
man of the Executive Commit- bonds of the community, with- been involved, he said he
fully recover from the disrup- be prohibited. The ACLU op- ters to the city garbage fee
tee of theLeadershipCon- out destroying those whom we walked up to a black officer
before
the
City
Counappeared
tion to his life even if he is poses cumulative reporting in
fer
mR
c
ec
nce). on Civil Rights must oppose."
acquitted.
such a manner as to create in- cil in City Court on Tuesday,
As chairman of the LeaderBail procedures should be de- tentionally an adverse atmos- Feb. 4, with Mr. Taylor as
The
LCCR
is
a
coalition
of
ship
Conference on Civil Rights,
spokesman
against
the
meassigned solely to assure the de- phere against judges in tte
major civil rights, labor, reli- Wilkins spelled out the imfendant's appearance at his matter of setting bail bon. ure.
trial. Preventive detention be- Similarly, the ACLU would Mr. Taylor told members of gious,civic and fraternal mediate goals of the Conference,
fare A person has been con- be opposed to any legislation the City Council that the gar- organizations. Total group and expressed hope that the
Nixon Administration will be
victed of any offense is an ex- that would attempt to destroy bage fee was unfair, unpopular membership is listed at 118.
tremely dangerous procedure, the constitutional meaning of a and "a sneak attack upon the During the program, there responsive to the needs of black
were several emotional high America.
irrelevant to the purpose of bail bond.
(See Page 2)

ACLU Seeks Reform
In Bail Bond System

Woman Answers
Knock At Door

And Is Shot

'Humphrey And Wilkins
Cited For Leadership

SHOWING BRUISES he say
were caused when a policeman with Badge No. 644
kicked him in the I a ae,
genitals and on the arms
and knees while his bands
were cuffed behind him is

Melvin Brooks, 22, recentlv returned from Vietnam.
He was charged with disorderly conduct, resisting
arrest and possession of
marijuana.

Taylor Blasts
City Councii On
G
arbage Fee

Evils Of Stop-Frisk
Law Is Explained

Rev. Vivian Delivers
Message On Brotherhood

STILL THE GREATEST —
Muhammad All, world
heavyweight champion, is

shown above talking with
fans, following a speaking
engagement last Saturday

In Memphis. All spoke on
his chosen religion of Islam
and on his sports activities.

The Rev. C. Tindall Vivian
delivered the annual Brotherhood message for the men of
First Church Lauderdale last
Sunday afternoon, and used
the Biblical story of Joseph and
his brothers to illustrate the
plight of the American Negro
in his struggle for freedom.
He said, "The black man is
America's Joseph with soul."
The Rev. Mr. Vivian came
to Memphis from Chicago
where he is director of the Urban Training Center for Christian Mission.
The project is supported with
foundation funds which seeks
to train people in ghetto areas
for leadership in community
services as an extension of
their Christian concern and
responsibility. It has been underway for about three years.
A former student at the
American Baptsit Theological
Seminary in Nashville, he
was named director of the
Boys' Work and Lay Activities
for the Sunday School Publishing Board of the National

Baptist Convention.
A close friend of the late
Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.,
he helped organize the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and participated in a
number of Freedom Rides in
the South.
While in Nashville, he was
a friend and associate of Dr.
C. L. Dinkins, the present
minister of First Baptist Church
Lauderdale.

UV. C. T.

VIVIAN

ALFONZO PERKINS was
reportedly
beaten
about
the head with a nightstick
by a Negro turnkey identified as "White." The youth
said the officer attempted
to beat him as "a lesson,"
and after losing the scrap
sneaked up as he was using a phone and savagely
beat him.

Unless a police officer is an son to go about his business,
eve witness to a crime, the without any interference by and explained what had haponly appropriate standard by the police, Mr. Higgs expalin- pened, and the man told him
which he may take persons ed.
that they would like to talk
into custody is under the strict An arrest made illegally to him outside.
standard of probable cause. cannot later be coinsidered He said the officer escorted
This means that the arresting legal just oecalise it is deter- him outside and turned him
officer must have probable mined that the person arrested over to two white officers,
cause to believe that a felony did in fact commit the -rime. and one of them wearing
has been committed and that There must always be sufficient Badge No. 644, said, "Why
the person he apprehends has probable cause to justify the don't you run, nigger. so we
Higgs can blow your brains out?"
arrest initially," Mr
committed it.
pointed out.
Placed in a patrol car with
So says Atty. W. Otis Higgs,
named
Kearney
friend
recently, elected president of "In the absence of emergen- a
said
as
soon as
he
made
Gamble,
arrest
searcn
and
cy,
of
chapter
Tennessee
the West
started
driving
off,
officers
idefensithe
a
without
warrant
is
the American Civil Liberities
Union, in a opinion regarding ble even if, in the course of the one with Badge 644 squirthe proposed "stop and frisk" such warrantless search, evi- ted Mace in their eyes.
dence of a crime is uncov- This, he said, resulted in a
law.
dispute between the policemen,
The broad power of arrest- ered," he said.
ing persons under such circum- "Therefore, any "stop and the driver telling the other
stances, Mr. Higgs said, if frisk" law must be based on that macing was unnecesbecause the prisoners
it is to be vested in police of- the probable cause standard. sary
were
not
causing a disturbficers at all, must be ,specifi- If a stop and frisk law fails
rally confined to felonies rather to include a probable cause ance.
officers stopped
than to "crime," a term so standard and allows police He said the
Gaston
Hospital to
by
John
general and vague that it de- officers to stop and frisk any
have the- Mace washed out
fies almost any limitation at citizen without probable cause,
of their eyes, and that noticing
the courts would, no doubt,
all.
that
the attendants was using
To allow an officer to inter- bold such a stop and frisk law
plain water to wash his eyes,
liberty
of
a
perwith
the
fere
unconstitutional. Unwarranted
he complained that a saline
son he has reasonable grounds stopping and frisking is a fla- solution should be used.
to suspect is "about" to com- grant violation of due process
After being carried to the
mit an offense allows the of- safeguards that protect the police station, he said the
ficer an excess of speculative individual's rights to be secure officer who had abused them
discretion that is out of har- in his own person," Mr. Higgs
mony with the right of a per- concluded.
(See Page 2)
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Porter School Teacher
Will Be Buried Friday

Men's Fellowship To Hear Horton
The Men's Fellowship of SecChurch
Congregational
ond
will meet in Love Hall at 762
Walker ave. on Tuesday night,
Feb. 18, at 7:30 p.m.
The discussion leader for
the evening will be Judge C.
Odell Horton of Criminal
Court Division Four.
Hosts will be Dr. Walter

She came into the Memphis
Public School System in 1945
as a teacher at the Leath Elementary School, which was
near her home on Pontotoc at
the time. Miss Hawthorne remained at Leath until nine
years ago, when the school was
reduced from eight to six
grades.
A native of Greenville, Miss., She joined the porter High
School faculty as a language
she was brought to Memphis
as a child and attended the arts teacher from then until
her death.
public schools here, completing
high school at old Kortrecht. Funeral services for Miss
She attended Tennessee A&I Hawthorne will be held at the
in Nashville and later got her St. Andrew AME Church on
degree from LeMoyne College Friday afternoon at 3:30 p.m.
Southern Funeral Home will
in Memphis.
be in charge.
One of her first accomplishments as a teacher was teaching her mother to read.
Miss Hawthorne began teaching in the Shelby County
School system in 1924 near
Eads, Tenn., and became its
principal the fullowing year.
Miss Lucille Hawthorne, a
veteran of 45 years in the
teaching profession, died on
last Sunday, Feb. 9. at Baptist
Memorial Hospital after having suffered a heart attack.
Miss Hawthorne, who lived
at 884 S. Parkway East, was
a language arts teacher at
Porter Junior High School.

Gibson, John Davis, and Emory Gordon.
Carl Stotts is president of
the Men's Fellowship, The
Rev. J. C. Mickle is pastor of
Second Congregational Church.

BUY BONDS

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

Naval Officer
Retires; Joins
College Staff

Taylor

NAVY MEMPHIS — Captain
Henry F. Lloyd, former com(Continued From Page 1)
manding officer of the Naval
Air Technical Training Center
citizens of Memphis."
at Millington, joined the NaStating that no other city in vy's "retired" roster followthe United States charged its ing a dual Change of Comcitizens a fee for collecting mand. Retirement
c e remony
garbage, he said that history January 31.
would reflect that idol worCommander Gordon E
shipers in Biblical times let
has temporarily assumBurke
churches go tax-free and "socalled Christians have now be- ed command of the 14,000-man
the midgun placing taxes on churches," training center until
comthe
new
arrival
of
March
He said that Memphis is
Captain
evading a state law by calling manding officer.
the "garbage tax" a fee, and Charles L. Burbage.
During the ceremony, Capthat while a fee is optional, a
tain Lloyd was presented the
tax is compulsory.
Rear AdJoining Representative Tay- Legion of Merit by
the
Christensen,
E.
miral
E.
lor in speaking against the
Technical
garbage fee was Bishop P. L. Chief of Naval Air
additional
Johnson, minister of the Taber- Training, and
awards from the Memphis
nacle Community Church.
Chapter of the Navy League,
the City of Millington, and the
Committee on military Affairs,
a part of the Memphis Chamber of Commerce.
Captain Lloyd and his fami(Continued From Page 1)
ly are presently on their way
to St. Augustine, Florid a,
•
before kicked him four times where the Captain has acceptwhile his hands were hand- ed a position as Director of
cuffed behind him, and that Admissions with Flagler Colestablished
newly
he told the one with Badge lege, a
644 that he was tough when1 school for young women.
a prisoner's hands were in
cuffs.
He said the officer had someone to remove the cuffs after
SUB COMMISSIONED — Dr. the nuclear attack submarine,
they got inside, and a scuffle
M. Maceo Nance, Jr., president Sea Devil, on Jan, 30, at Newfollowed, which resulted in a
of South Carolina State Col- port News, Va. (US Navy Phonumber of officers coming in
lege at Orangeburg. addresses to)
and the ones who were ar- Annual Friends Day will be guests at the commissioning of
held at the Lambert Church of
rested with them.
He said that they were God in Christ at 1070 Keating
searched, t h eir
belongings St. on Sunday, Feb. 16, at 3
placed in envelopes, and they p.m.
The guest speaker will be
were carried to cells.
State
Mother Fannie Page. The
Some six or seven hours
later, Mr. Brooks said he and public is invited.
Kearney Gamble were taken Bishop E. W. Rodgers is
down for mug shots and finger pastor of the church. The sponMrs. Mary Davi s,
printing, and were on their sors are
Susie Waller and Mrs.
Mrs.
way back to their cells when
Pamela Poole.
they noticed a brown envelope
lying on the floor. The guard
picked it up ad asked who Civic League Meets
had dropped it. and he and
On Thursday Night
the other prisoner denied ever
The Hyde Park-Hollywood
having seen it.
League will hold a meetHe said the guard insisted Civic
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
ing at the Civic League buildthat it belonged to one of
ing on Hunter st. this ThursSUITS
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
them, and they went on back
day. feb. 13. at 7:30 p.m. all
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
to their cells.
members are asked to be preOn Sunday
morning, he
sent.
MONEY LOANED
said, a relative came down to
C. B. Myers is president,
ON ML ARTICLES OF VALUE
have him released with $77
Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans publifor bond for the two charges
city chairman, und Mrs. Lillie
1176 $ 1711 BEAL STREET IA 64300
of disorderly conduct and reMae Blanc secretary.
sisting arrest, and a vice
squad officer stepped up and
told him he was under arrest
for possession of marijuana.
earuNINNWWWWINNION11111
Mr. Brooks said that at the
time he was wearing a beard,
so the police decided to place
the marijuana charge against
TENNESSEE PIT 6AR.8-Q

Brutality

TWO BEST PEACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

HISTORY WEEK PLANNERS — Students
and acuity members at Tennessee AM
State University participated in the planning of Negro History Week activities en
the campus this week. Seen here going
ovtr the agenda are Dr. Raleigh A. Wilson, seated left, and Dr. Alonzo T. Stephens. Standing, from left, are Howard
Lucke, a graduate student, Miss Lois McDougald, member of the history department faculty, and Michael Edwards, a ju.
bier.

367 Union
527-4471

SET
0!N'To

29119 Summer

. 323-5594

Th rusday,
y
Frida
Saturday...
Everything You Buy Turns To
EXTRA Savings.'

WEEKEND
SPECIALS
DEPARTMENT STORES
4hewpiiiO4,'"mode4",:etaitffiq

This Spring . . .
Wear our Heart on
elf

A Friends' Day
Service Planned

PEACE IN
THE GHETTO

I

ATHAN'S
LOAN

"1145w
LOEB'S

OEB'S -4"4

The former airman was finally released on $350 bond. His
ease will be heard sometime
next week.

Calvin EuBanks
Radio TV Service
Specialize in
Color
Block & White
TV's
Tape Recorders
PA
Sys .-rns, Stereos
Most any Electronic
Equipment.
Courteous, Prompt and
Rel table Service

1858 So. Cooper
274 8071

PEST
CIERMNATING CO.
TIRMITES-NOACNES
PINTER BUGS-RATS
Llines•d and Banded

4‘'Juliet"
Sleeve

Blouses'35
'
FALL IN LOVE ... with these romantics girl-shaped blouses! The new
puffed sleeves, extra long shirttails
and delicate lace trims make them
"perfect couples" with vests, skirts,
hip hugger pants. Three- different
weaves in white, all washable Dacron®
polyester/cotton. 32-38, comp. val. $5.
Another great Woolco fashion bargain.

Coupons Redeemable
at all 146 Loeb Drive-ins!
---CLEANING
LAUNDRY
..EBS
1[0
a ai m•• .'[OEB'S COUPON lw: :•si
COUPON •rnii
•
......i
111
.---.--- -I -;.7.: •

Ne%est Spring Colors;

19c ea•
....,•

••4
SWEATERS,
a
II.
t.,1 :5 z SKIRTS, PANTS
.2''''
.
••i5Z LOEB-CLEANED
•a' FL --40
•
a
•ricat.'
III lit 8 a DRESSES, SUITS, el
SHEETS
COATS
Et, -,'z
II S'
LOEB-CLEANED
in c4 7.: IDES-LAUNDERED
in
WITH THIS COUPON
• li
WITH THIS COUPON
•
••••••••••••••••••••••• ••Mi•EMERE•••••••••iiiiii
SHIRTS
LOEB LAUNDERED

21e ea.,"
...,,,.
24c ea.1••
BAR-B-Q
COUPONIN•

Reg

$1.85 Loeb BBQ
6-pack to go

$1.49

41.40 ea i ,g. a

III Ili

• ll d
• II:
.
'
II g V
gi Etwi-,

a

10101 S/f Pit 11/1R 13

FAMOUS "WRANGLERS"... ride through spring in
flower power prints and -new wide leg looks! All with
traditional western styling — zip fronts, riveted pockets. Red, green or yellow daisies, pink or blue posies on
white, 8-18; wide•leg jeans in solid navy, pink, It.
green, aqua, yellow, white, 6-16.

•
n

,id •
.
4

.
:
21
111 11

$1.89
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•
•

I
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WITH THIS COUPON
WITH THIS COUPON
•
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TOEBS
11'.

REMEMBER

VALENTINE'S DAY

)
LOEB'S
/At 11.0
SEE PIT

CALL US

BEFORE YOU ARV
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

01. EVER,S'
Hlt FREE ESTIMATES
-FN. PA 7.4033.

.'"tk

*#"-

are owned 100% by
William "Bill" Loeb!

ONLY

Wrangliers'497

BAR-B-Q
COUPON 11;

Reg $240 Loeb BBQ
8 pack to go

Prints. and Solids!

Cotton Denim

An

45LOEBS

SALE

WOOICO

EISTGATE
50E, Park Aye.

WOOL CO
SOUTHGATE
1133 So. Third S:

ROOLCO
GATEWAY

3230 Jackson

Awe.
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highest civilian award a President can bestow and recipients
are cited for meritorious contributions to the security or
national interest of the United
States, world peace, or to cultural or other significant public
As one of his last official
or private endeavors.
acts, President Johnson awarded the Medal of Freedom to Mr. Young, who has been
Whitney M. Young, Jr., Exec- executive director of the Leautive Director of the National gue since 1961, w a s one of
Urban League,
twenty recipients of the covetThe Freedom Medal is the ed award.

Young Receives
Freedom Medal

You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

ISHER

1925 UNION•275-1143

Mrs. Kelso A Leader
In Heart Fund Drive
John R. Ellis, 1969 Heart,J. E. Walker, the widow of the
Fund chairman for the Mem- late Dr. Julian W. Kelso and
phis Heart Association, has an- the sister of A. Maceo Walker,
pounced the appointment of president of Universal Life In
Mrs. Johnetta W. Kelso as vice surance Company,
chairman of the 1969 Heart
She graduated from Fisk
Fund Campaign
University where she majored
Mrs. Kelso will team with in Music and Education. She
S. W Fry, general manager of is a member of Links, Inc the
Catalogue Order Facilities of Y.W.C.A., a life member of AlSears, Roebuck & Company, pha Kappa Alpha, and the
who was also selected as a N.A.A.C.P. and is one of the
founders of Mississippi Blvd
Vice-Chairman.
Christian Church where she 1-;
The two will contact special a member.
businesses and individuals for
sh
"thaId
special contributions to the
was honored by the appointHeart Fund.
ment and urged all citizens of
Mrs. Kelso, long a member this community to join in the
of the board of directors of the
Heart Disease,
Memphis Heart Association, is fight against
No.
1 Killer."
Nations
the daughter of the late Dr. this

Two Win Promotions
With Edison Brothers

•
Two black men have foundi Mr. Jones and his family
great opportunities in ret a ii moved to Memphis in 1960 and
sales.
began working for Edis o n
Charles Leftrict, 27, of Nash- Brothers as a porter.
After five years, he was proville entered Tennessee State
University after being discharg- moted to salesman in one of
ed from the Army. After re- the firms downtown Memphis
ceiving his bachelor of sceince stores. Sixteen months followdegree in business administra- ing, Jones was promoted to astion in 1966, he joined Edison sistant manager of Burts Store
Brothers Store, Inc., as a on Main St.
Mr. Jones said, "I feel that
salesman in Burt's Dept. Store
this was a great opportunity
in Nashville.
In two years, he was promot- for me and I feel wonderful
about it, especially after started to assistant manager.
Mr. Left r i c t has a wife, ing at Edison Brothers as a
Bonita and two children, Rod- porter".
Mr. Jones and his wife, Betney three and Pamela, six
tN, have three daughters and
months.
Theoplis Jones was born and two sons.
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The Store that cares—about you!
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raised in Arkansas. He completed the 12th grade in 1957.
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"I have a lot of
trouble starting." CAR CARE CENTER
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Tune-up special,
all labor,all parts

4

If your car doesn't start.easily, if it lacks power, misfires, Just
doesn't act right, you're wasting money every mile you
drive. Let us solve your problems with a tune-up utilizing
modern electronic equipment and done at a low price that
includes both labor and parts.
Special price is for most 6-cylinder American-made cars.
8 cyl. $17.88 (Regularly $24.55)
Price includes all labor and parts to:
• Set timing precisely using electronic equipment
• Remove spark plugs and replace with proper temperature
new plugs correctly gapped
• Adjust idle for performance, gasoline economy
• Replace points arid set point dwell electronically
• Check compression and report if any cylinder is below
norm
• Check PCV valve
• Replace condenser and rotor
• Clean oil breather cap

Through Feb. 22, 1969

$15.88
Regularly $1876
• Check wiring, report any defects
• Clean battery posts and cables, test all battery cells, add
distilled water as necessary
• Adjust fuel mixture to optimum
• Analyse complete engine electronically and report any
defects

Up to $6 less-New Atlas H-P Tires
Check and you'll almost surely discover what our inspection of competitive "list" prices reveals —
new Atlas H-P tires cost up to $6.00 less than other "wide ovals" with our liberal retcril trade-in
prices. Atlas H-P Tires are 29% wider than many ordinary tires. They we rugged, with a Vicron
polyester cord body built with two fiber-glass safety belts. Up to twice the mileage of ordinary
tires. Limited quantities available nowl
Trademark "Atlas" & "Vicron" —

4e2. U.S.

Pot. Off., Mini Sunoly Company

Special: Wheel
Bearing Repack

C

Your whel bearings should last the life
of your car — providing you don't neglect this vital maintenance. Recommended twice a year and before long
trips.

-NIMBLE OIL L REFINING COMPANY
qtsarantees mechanical repair work performed on
your car for a period of SO days or 4,000 mikes,
whichever occurs first, but in no event for an
amount in excess of the charges made for such
work. Humble shall not be liable for special or
consequential damages; damage due to willful
abuse or neglect; damage or destruction by fire,
wrecks, explosion or theft; or failure of parts
other than those installed on work order. This
guardntee will be honored only at the Car Care
Center where the original work was performed."

4597 Summer
at Perkins
Phone 683.6397

Central
Avenue
2462 Central
Avenue
across front
Fairgrounds
Phone 324-5579

Whitehaven
4157 Highway
51 South at
Raines Road

Phone 396-6124

Through Feb. 22, 1969

88c Each
Regularly $1.50

Charge it on your .Esso Credit
Card or BankAmericard:
Or find out how
easily other
,
to
credit terms
can be
arranged.

Guarantee

90 Days — 4,000 Mies
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Southgate
Shopping
Center

Parkway
Village

Fraysei

Summer
Parkway

1890 South
Third at Belz
Phc ne 948-0419

3151 S. Perkins
at KnightArnold itoad
Phone 363-3200

2365 Frcryser
Blvd
at Mt. Terrace
Phone 358-1782

2346 Summer
Ave at
Parkway
Phone 458-2423

Highkinci
Carnes
751 S. Highland
at Carnes
Phone 452-3126

THEOPOLIS JONES

Temple
/ORANGES
do zie
0 S
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Psychiatric
King Size

Aides To Get
Training Here
ATLANTA, Ga., — Arlington Hospital and School at Arlington, Tennessee, has been
awarded $133,060 in Manpower
Development and Training Act
(MDTA) funds for an on-thejob training project to train
330 psychiatric aides for eight
weeks, William U. Norwood.
regional manpower administrator of the U. S. Department of
Labor, announced today.
At the same time, Secretary
of Labor George P. Shultz approved on-the-job training projects for 405 unemployed persons in six other cities: Fort
Lauderdale and Orlando, Florida; Gulfport and Biloxi, Mississippi;
G r eenville, South
Carolina; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
On-the-job training is provided by private firms, industrial
associations, labor organizations and other with labor Department reimbursement for
job instructor fees and instructional materials only. The
trainees receive wages paid by
the employer during the period
of training.
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Save a bundle!
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Negro History
Week To End II/
Friday Morning I
Annual
Negro History
Week observance at LeMoyne—
Owen College comes to a close
Friday morning of this week,
Feb. 14, when Dr. Ralph G.
Johnson, dean of Rust College,
speaks at 10:30 in the Little
Theatre.
He will deal with "The Black
Curriculum and the Black College." Dr. Johnson was formerly a professor of English
at LeMoyne—Owen.
Dr. Ernest Hooper, acting
dean at LeMoyne—Owen, spoke
Wednesday morning, and Dr.
Margaret W. Alexander, director of the Institute for the
Study of History, Life and
Culture of Black People at
Jackson State College, Jackson,
Miss., addressed an assemhly
Monday morning.
The week-long observance
was coordinated by Howard
Sims.
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CATSUP
214 OZ apihliMp
Nutley

OLEO
5 1 lb. Roll
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423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South

2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3'561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summei Ave.
47130 Summer Ave.

Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

****,PRICES EXPIRE Feb. 21, 1969*****
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1%9

CME Ministers' Wives

Masquerade

Meet At Cunningham's

Ball Planned

and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL. WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

B H
INC.

24S Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tee eeeee•
"TOUR Campion, Makes What Yea Ask fee An/
Create, Whet Yee Thiak or

,

v7/

SAVE
ON SHRINE

The CUE Ministers Wivesi Cunningham, vice president;
Social Club held its monthly Mrs. T. C. Lightfoot, secretary;
meeting on Friday, January Mrs. Amanda Hill, assistant
31, at the home of Rev. and secretary; Mrs. Shirley Atkins,
Ms. D. S. Cunningham of 1812 treasurer: Mrs. Paul Fowlkes
Westmore Cove with Mrs. R.E. and Mrs. P. G. Hentrel, worHoneysucker serving as Co. ship leaders.
hostess.
Mrs. E. E. Dunigan, reporter
Mrs. Ozelle Johnson presided, Mrs. N. T. Walker, parliamenand election of officers far the tarian, and Mrs. Aubrie Turnext two years, 1969-71 was ner, adviser.
held.
Members present were MesThe officers are Mrs. J. D. dames Lola Exum, Mary OlaAtwater, president; Mrs. DS. kar, Ozelle Johnson, Amanda
Hill, Gladys Brown, Eunice
—
George, Irene Lightfoot, Eva
Walker, Aubrie Turner, Myrtle Hentrel and Lois Dunigan.
A new member Mrs. Alice
Fowlkes, was added to the
membership roll. She is the
wife of Rev. Paul Fowlkes,
minister of Martin Temple
CME Church.

,'%';-/ •
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CIRCUS TICKETS
with

Coke • Tab
Sprite • Freska or Fanta
BOTTLE CAPS
HERE'S WHAT YOU DO:
Pick up cartons of Coke, Tab, Sprite, Freska or Fanta. Save 12 of the Bottle
Caps or any combination for each ticket and bring them to:

Of Memphis, Tennessee
495 Hollywood St.

•

•

25c

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
STARTING TOMORROW

Plus 12 ROTTLE CAPS of COKE, TAP, SPRITE, FRESKA or FANTA
for each ticket.

Yee will receive •ne ticket for the SHRINE CIRCUS
goad only for the Wed., Peb. l2-11:00 P.M. performance.
NO EMIT' J..,' bring 12 bo•• • caor and 25c for each ticket desire./
ALL SEATS RESERVED

Enjoy Hubert Castle's 3-Ring CIRCUS
Wed., Thur., Fri., Feb. 12, 13, 14, at 2:30 and 8 P.M.
Set., Fib. 15 at
Sun.,

10:00 A.M., 2:30 and 8 P.M.

Feb. 16 at

Sat. morning and matinees
[except Sat. and Sun.) $2 & $1
All nights, Sat. and Sun.
Matinees $2.50 & $1.50

and 5:30 R.M.
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
AT THE COLISEUM AND GOLDSMITH'S
1:30

The Alpha Pi Chi Sorority
will present a Mardi Gras
Masquerade Ball on Friday
night, Feb. 28, at the Nite-Nite
Club at 492 S. Main at.
Alpha Pi Chi is a business,
professional and career woman's organization and will play
host to the Midwest Regional
Convention here in June.
All members of the sorority
are asking for support of the
ball on Feb. 28, as proceeds
will benefit the scholarship
fund.
The sorority has four chapters in Memphis, and they include Alpha Beta, Alpha Delta,
Alpha Gamma and Sigma Mu.
Any member can be contacted
for tickets.
Prizes will be awarded to the
persons w e a r in g the most
unique costumes at the ball.
Mrs. Daisy
McQuiller is
chairman of the dance.

PUBLISHER MEETS GOVERNOR — Aubrey C. Lewis, left, executive office personnel representative for the F. W. W o o I.
worth Company, looks on as Frank Stanley, right, editor and publisher of the Louisville "Defender" newspaper, welcomes

Governor John J. McKeithen of Louisiana
to the N a tio n a I Newspaper Publishers'
mid-winter meeting held recently in New
Orleans. Gov. McKeithen was the main
speaker at a Woolworth-sponsored lunch.
eon for the publishers.

Rev. Williamson To Be Installed
As Minister Of Chicago Church
The Rev. Ernest Wilfert Williamson Sr. of Memphis, will
be installed as pastor of the
Zion Hill Missionary Baptist
Church, 1319-21 South Ashland
Avenue, Sunday, February 23rd
at 3:30 p.m.
Rev. Williamson received his
license to preach in 1947 and is
the former pastor of Olivet
Baptist Church in Memphis. he
is a graduate of the American
Baptist Theological Seminary
in Nashville, and LeMoyne College in Memphis. Rev. Williamson received his master of arts
degree in religion and philosophy from Fisk University in
1961.

nessee, member of the Board
of Directors of the Inter-American Insurance Company, Mason of the Eureka Lodge,
Number Three, F and M and
a member of the Elks Order.
Rev. Williamson is married
to the former Ruby Ann Tuggles who is presently teaching
school in memphis. They are
the parents of three children,
Gwendolyn Elfreda, a seventeen year old high school senior, Ernest Junior, twelve years
of age and George who is four.
Dr. Caesar Clark of Dallas,
Texas will install Rev. Williamson sunday afternoon, following
a week of services beginning
Monday, February 17th at 8:
00 p.m. Other local ministers
and churches participating include Rev. Charles Alexander
of Greater Mt. Vernon Baptist Church. Rev. Clay Evans,
of fellowship Baptist Church,
Rev. D. E. King of Monumental Baptist Church, Rev. W.W.
Taylor of Shiloh Baptist church

As an instructor in the Tennessee State Sunday School and
Baptist Training Union Congress, president of The Ministers' Mutual Fellowship of
Memphis and Shelby County,
Rev. Williamson has been instrumental in the expansion
and improvement of religious
activities in Memphis and neighboring states.
He is a member of the Shelby
County Democratic Executive lWashington
Committee, counselor in the
Department of Probation, JuvDivision, State of Ten-

UMINY•CLIAMUIS

CLEANING AND LAUNDRY COUPONS
GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS

and Rev. T. L. White of New
Zion Baptist Church.
A Fellowship Hour will follow each service in the lower
auditorium of the church. Mrs.
Mary Bright is general chairman of the Fellowship and Installation Services. The public
is invited.
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For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
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E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

COATS
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• PANTS & SLACKS

$1
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PTA

Held Over
Third Big Week!

UP TO

500
SEE AND PLAY TIPS NEWEST GAME

1st. Race
2nd. Race
3rd. Race
4th. Race
5th. Race

Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner

Receives $2
Receives $5
Receives $10
Receives $100
Receives $500

Plus...Now
2nd. Place Winners In
Each Race Now Receive
$1 Cash. More Winners
Than Ever!

The"Wonder Tears,"one through
twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for
your child's growth
During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually grow
to 90% of their adult height. Every
delicious slice of Wonder Bread is
carefully enriched with foods for
growing bodies and minds.The"Wonder
Years" come only once. Make the most
of them. Serve your children
nutritious Wonder Bread.
•
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Helps build
strong bodies 12 ways!,„
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Channel 5
WMC TV
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Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Drees at Florida's
beautiful Tropical Park for five
.complete thoroughbred races
every week. For a chance to
WIN one of the hundreds of
BIG CASH PRIZES awarded
in this area for each show, get
your FREE Game Card at....
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Men's SUITS

L

The Booker T. Washington
PTA will ob ser v e annual
Founders' Day with a special
program in the school auditorium on Sunda), Feb. 16, at
7:30 p.m.
The theme of the program
will be "PTA Concern for Children in Trouble," and will be
highlighted by choral singing
of the male chorus of F ir St
Baptist Church Lauderdale.
Guest speaker will be Rev.
James Lyke of the St. Thomas
Roman Catholic Church.
Parents, teachers, students'
and the general public is invited to the observance.
Mrs. Edna Webb is PTA president, J. D. Springer principal, and Willie Johnson assistant principal.

e
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Plans Founders
Day Program
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SHIRT!
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NO ONE UNDER
18 years admitted
P555 •••ting Dolly IlIfer • P.M.
litiotedlowe •• Deft/

admission $1.00

Everyone has "FUN AT THE RACES"
In Color

7 P.M.
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$19500
DOWN PAYMENT
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oozing out of it. The movement
is not even ten years old.
Sparks from the white backlash
against civil rights gains set
it on fire and the flames o f
been
have
reaction
black
burning ever since.
This is, in effect, a cultural
revolution which, though lacking the devastating sweep of the
Chinese cultural revolution
spurred by the cult of Maoism,
has the components of a new
social dynamism in motion.
The gains are reflected in the
changing climate in academic
circles where courses in Negro
and Spanish-Ameircan history
are being worked on and added
to college and university curricula at all levels of study.
A faculty committee at Harvard University, recommending
a full degree-granting program
in Afro-American studies, put
it this way: "We are dealing
with 25 million of our own people with a special history, culture and range of problems. It
can hardly be doubted that the
study of black men in America
is a legitimate and urgent academic endeavor,"
Before the advent of t h e
black power movement, on
American college or university worthy of its name could be
included into offering formal
courses in Negro history. Even
Harvard, with all of its liberal
traditions, looked upon such
a proposal as lacking objectivity and academic substance
when -the late Dr. Carter G.
Woodson, founder of the Journal of Negro History, and a
product of Harvard, suggested
that Negro history be a part of
the school's curriculum.
Now, a new ferment is at
work. Books by and about Negroes and their role in American history are pouring from
publishing houses with increasing frequency. Emphasis is
being placed on Negro culture
and cultural heroes, black nationalism, racial integration,
Negro art, and the future of
race relations.
A
three-volume
reference
work, "The Negro in American
History," has been published

mary McGhet,
Receptionist
WO1A-AM — 10,

SISTERS"

"SOUL POWER
RADIO"

Evelyn Ayers
Receptiooist-Operator
VITCC-FM — 104

t&o
or

$10

1
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• Bank financing available
•Plenty of free parking
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• DELUXE WHEEL COVERS
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• RADIO, WHITEWALLS
• HEATER, SPORT SHIFT,
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excesses indulged in by the
militant activists have tended
to lessen the movement's moral
and
cricumscribe
influence
its propagation.
Whatever may be its standing in the public's view some
measurable good is already

Lincoln Center MARK III
30 Mu Nile's Ti Chest Fri.

SEE Willie Sims At

The black power movement,
here of late, has come in for
some jolting criticism. There
is general recognition that as a
concept of ethnic solidarity,
black power h a s certain redeeming aspects that are almost incontrovertible. But the
The Negro in American History is the first of a series of
books that will be drawn from
the annals, designed to cover
all the great issues in American life since 1493 with original
source materials.

The set covers 400 years of
Negroes in America, stressing
speeches and other raw materials of history such as court decisions, Alexander Hamilton's
proposal to arm and free the
Negroes, Jacob Riis defining

South Central Bell

Wonderful what a Long Distance call can
do for morale when everything seems to have
gotten out of hand. It won t cost much either,
because rates are low every night and all
weekend long. Dial direct: it s the fastest way
to get to feeling loved again.

the "color line" among N e w
York tenement dwellers,
James Baldwin's bitter recollections of contemporary life in
Harlem, and Thomas A. Johnson's reports on the Negro soldier in Vietnam

by the Encyclopedia Britannic&
Corporation. It
Educational
will be issued in March for
general d i stribution. While
aimed more at teachers and
poor libraries than for classroom use, some school systems
plan to use it as a text.

NEGRO HISTORY

SET

Exposed to the fact that the
problems of the poor are universal and that no organization
than in existence addressed the
real needs of the poor in
way, Eleektern
meaningful
conceived the Board For Fund.

Under considerable pressure
for an extension of his services,
he finally accepted the presidency of Jarvis Christian College in 1953. Jarvis is a small
school outside of Dallas, Tex.
The school experienced considerable growth and gained
accrediation under the direction of Blackburn, who resigned as president in 1964. He accepted the post of executive
secretary to the Board of Trustees and still holds that position
today.

to 30th streets, from Ralston
to Keystone, and opened the
entire north-east to Negro home
buyers.

mental Education in 1946. Work
businessing with a group of
Indianamen from Dallas and
polis, he developed it into an
operational entity in the early
fifties.
Shortly after this speech and
subsequent meetings between
and
Blackburn, government
President
officials,
industry
announced
Johnson
Lyndon
the formation of the Nation] Alliance for Businessmen The
government poured almost 400
million dollars in this program
which has resulted in the employment of about 200,000 hard
core unemployed.
In recognition of his outstanding work Blackburn has received numerous honors, and
has been the subject of articles
in most of the nation's leading
publications. He has Leen
awarded the Honorary Doctor
Degree by Northwest Christen
College. Drake University, und
Indiana Central College.

1969

LOOMING LARGER 0II THE HORIZON.

In 1928 a lean, young, black ed his home at Knoxville, Tenn.
man, jangling $7.19 in his poc- where be joined the faculty of
ket, debarked from a bus at the Knoxville College as a teacher
Indianapolis station and stepped of sociology and economics.
Reverend Clinton hi. Marsh,
into history.
pastor of Witherspoon
Straight from a farm in Mis- former
Church, w a s
Presbyterian
e
h
t
was
he
where
sissippi
students.
Blackburn's
among
twelve
of
eleventh in a family
After being awarded the MA
children, and supported only
by his personal ambition and Degree in sociology by Fisk,
determination to succeed, he Blackburn assumed the posipays one and one-half million tion of Director of Research
and Records at Tuskeegee Indollars a year.
Cleo W. Blackburn, known in stitute.
Indianapolis for his creative
Mr. Blackburn, interested in
administration of Fla nner population and migrations, had
House, is known throughout the by now established himself as
United States for his service to an authority in this field. While
the needy everywhere..Black- at Pendle Hill he completed a
burn porgrams have touched study of 500 Negro families at
the lives of millions both black Chester, Pa. This study, one of
and white — in all sections of the first to trace Negro famthe nation, in a postive way.
ilies from their flight from the
Mr. Blackburn became ex- South through their establishecutive director of Flanner ment in jobs and housing in
House in 1936, rose to become a the urban enviroment, was
college president, and founded widely acclaimed.
the Board For Fundamental
At about the same moment
Education, a national organization which works in the in- Frank B. Planner, founder of
terest of the poor and by-passed Flanner House, arrived at Tuskeegee to interview Blackburn.
throughout America.
Born on the family farm at for the position of executive
Port Gibson, miss., he has al- director of Planner House.
ways been close to the land and Blackburn took the helm of this
hard working people. And he institution in 1936.
Flanner House, at the time,
credits history with being "kind
was a "traditional" type setto me."
His grandfather was a slave tlement hous e, and as such
who gained his freedom prior worked to fit the needs of the
to the signing of the Emancipa- people into the organizational
tion Proclamation by saving the structure of the community.
By designing an organizationlife of the daughter of his
master. "Walter, we'll give al structure to meet the needs
you anything you want," the of the people he immediately
master promised him. The hero ran into strong opposition from
said he would settle for h I s the organized social work comfreedom, the freedom of his wife munity. It took him five years
and title to 160 acres of land. to gain adoption for his plan.
During World War II Flanner
He received the entire package
and today, after more than 100 House trained over 1,500 underyears, the Blackburnds continue educated Negroes for jobs in
defense plants and other in- well, and thousands being placto own and farm this land.
Arriving in Indianapolis with dustries. For the first decade ed on jobs, Blackburn turned
meager bankroll a n d following the war Flanner
his
his attention to housing. The
orders from his mother to House placed about 12,000 perjobs.
on
year
each
sons
majority of Negroes were livbecome a minister, Blackburn
Recognizing the need for ing in substandard housing. and
borrowed $15 from a family
friend and enrolled at Butler health services in the heart of
those who could afford It could
Univeristy Naturally, in the the poor community, Flanner
school of religion. However, he House began health examina- not buy the home of their
pursued religious training only tions at the end of the war. choice because of mortgage
as a "minor" and was graduat- The Metropolitan Health and
joined restrictions.
Corporation
ed in 1992 with an A. B. De- Hospital
in
Flanner
House
this
service
gree in social work, he worked
Eager to help Negroes into
his way through Butler by tak- in 1946 and assumed the direction of the Herman G. Morgan new homes of their own, he
ing series of menial jobs.
Upon graduation from Butler. Health Center which was organ- organized the self-help housing
Blackburn declined a scholar- ized and built by Flanner program. Using $150,000 contributed by industry as a reship to Yale University Divinity House.
More than 5,000 persons re- volving fund, Balckburn providSchool because he "didn't really want to preach." He enrolled ceived free examination and ed almost 400 new, three-bedin Fisk University in the grad- health services at the center room houses. In the process he
uate school of sociology, and a from 1997 to 1952. During 1966 caused the development of the
year later went on to Pendle a total of 43,569 persons receiv- area on the Westside bounded
Hill, a Quaker graduate school, ed service at the Morgan by 10th and 16th Streets, and
West Street and Fall Creek
as
a
graduate
Fellow. Health Center.
In 1944, with program get- Parkway. On the Eastside PlanThe young social worker married Fannie Scott, a YWCA ting off the ground, the child ner House Homes brought the
worker, in 1934, and establish- development program running renewal of the area from 25th

By Whit Sengstacke
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MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
Ol'w
WORLD'S MOST SPECTACULAR
INDOOR SHOW
Top Stars Of The Circus World
plus CLOWNS - ELEPHANTS
WILD ANIMALS and DOZENS of
EUROPEAN THRILLFEATURES

MID-SOUTHtOLISEUM

BOX OFFICES OPEN
and
r. old sm i th's C•ntral Ticic•t 0(fic•
••• ALL SEATS RESERVED •••
Saturdoy /Acorn.
All Nights,
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EASTER BUNNY CONTEST
ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!

ALL
Tri-State Defender

News Carriers
Win Prizes

COPIES PER WEEK

Contest Begins With The
Number of Copies Sold
From Jan. 25 to March 29
Prizes Will Be Awarded In
3 Categories
75 to 100 COPIES PER WEEK
50 to 75 COPIES PER WEEK
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25 to 50
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Copies of the book can be
obtained from the National Association of Colored Women's
C 1 u b s, Washington, D.C. or
from any officer of the North
Carolina Federation of Negro
Women's Clubs.
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Rich Square
—
The
North
Highly educated, widely travCarolina Federation of Negro
eled and fair enough to pass
Women's Clubs will cooperate
in the re-issue of Mary Church the color scrutiny to which she
Terrell's autobiography, Presi- was occasionally subjected, she
dent F. T. Newsome announced
remained a loyal member of
today.
her race to the end of her life.
Mrs. Newsome, Rich
Square,
said that the book was already
She scorned the ambitions of
off the press and would make
those who "passed" or tried to
an ideal source for retracing
the black's struggles in the -pass" into what she described
United States.
as "the dominant race." "Stat-

Terrers Book To Be Re-Issued
Calvin EuBanks
Radio TV Service
Specialize in
Color

PA

Back & White
Tr s
Tope Recorders

1858 So. Cooper
214 8071

SPECTACULAR SAVINGS

WIGS
All colors $111.0111
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NIGHTand DAY

Avery
Devi*
1:00 A./A. P. 1:00 P.M.

MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
WON MEMPHIS
SUPER SOIL "DI'S"

41-

Noted author H. G. Wells introduces the book and he stated that Mrs. Terrell's biography in 1940 stated that the
book "In its class and quality,
could hardly be better." He
found it "the most subtle, almost inadvertent, rendering of
the stresses and views and impulses that characterize the
race conflict as it appears in
America."

"A Colored Woman In a ing that a colored person was
White World" is the title of the
Sy!,,Prns, Stereos
fair, so as to induce those with
best selling autobiography that
Mosi. any Electronic
really gets down to the nitty power to grant him privilege to
Equipment.
gritty.
which he was entitled, has alCourteous, Prompt and
Mary Church Terrell was ways seemed to me an unforReliable
Service
born at the close of the Civil tunate concession to race prejWar, the daughter of two udice," she wrote in her book.
freed slaves, and spent the 90
After "A Colored Woman In
years of her life learning what
it was to be a colored woman a White World" was published
in 1940, Mrs. Terrell had 14
in a white world.
more years of life in which
she continued her efforts for
just recognition of her race. In
WINTEtwo chapters added in the reHAVEN
///
(( OPE 7
/116
71
issue by the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs
OF OUR NEWEST LOCATION
and the North Carolina FederaTODAY(SUNDAY)1 to 6 p.m.
tion of Negro Women's Clubs,
the story of Mary Church TerDRIVE at NONE RD. r::::::,;;;.,=;!,
464 E. SHELBY
rell has been brought up to
2 1/0015 11101K MALL'S LUCKY 1000
date. Included is her fight
for re-instatement in the American Associatoin of University
DURING OUR GRAND OPENING WEEK
Women because she thought "I
would be an errant coward unless I opened the way for other
people."
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Standing left to right: Karen Chandler,
Miss Shirley Peace, advisor; Brenda Batts,
Beverly Steinberg, Debbie Northcross,
Gwen Williamson, president: Miss Erma
Lee Laws, sponsor and Miss Linda H a rgraves, advisor.

A major reprinting program ery Standard Vols. 1-20 (all An additional thirty-four titles,
in the area of Negro History, publ.), 1840-1870; National Era
many of which are already in
Reprints
Negro Periodicals
of
Quarterly;
of
Review
A
Negro
production, will be announced
has been announced by Negro Negro Life and Culture Nos.
Fall.
Universities Press. The first 1-4 (all publ.), 1942-1943; Op- in the
seventeen titles in the series portunity; A Journal of Negro Th: series marks the first
include the following: Alexan- Life Vols. 1-17, 1923-1939: Quar- complete facsimile reproduction
der's Magazine Vols. 1-7 (all terly Review of Higher Educa- of any of these periodicals.
publ.), 1905-1909; Colored Amer- tion Among Negroes Vols. 1-28, Many of the titles are unav,ailican Magazine Vols. 1-17/5 (all 1933-1960; Race Relations; A able in complete form in any
publ.), 1900-1909; Competitor Monthly Summary of Events one library and have been comVols. 1-3/4 (all publ.,) 1920- and Trends Vols. 1-5 (all publ.), pleted only by drawing upon
1921; Crisis; A Record of the 1943-1948; Radical Abolitionist the holdings of several librarDarker Races Vols. 1-47, 1910- Vols. 1-4 5 (all publ.), 1855- ies. In some cares the only
1940; Douglass' Monthly Vols. 1858; Southern Frontier Vols. existing copy in the world has
1-5 (all publ., )1858-1863; Half- 1-6 (all publ.), 1940-1945; Voice been used for reproduction purCentury Magazine Vols. 1-18/1 of the Negro Vols. 1-42 (all poses. These periodicals pre(all publ.), 1916-1925; Messen- publ.), 1904-1907 Several titles sent a broad history of black
ger; World's Greatest Negro will be available as early as culture and thought during the
Monthly Vols. -10/5 (all publ.) March and the entire collection nineteenth and early twentieth
1917-1928; National Anti-Slav- will be completed by May, 1969. centuries.

CO-ETTES MEET THE DUKE
The
Memphis Co•Ettes met Duke Ellington
when he appeared with the Memphis
Symphony Orchestra. Left to right: CoEttes and guests: Keith Johnson, Wilfred
Williamson, Barbara Westbrooks, Wendy
Corley, Miss Jacquelyn Brodnax, advisor.
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It's Fun
It's Exciting
It's Free
Get Full Details At The
ILucky Foods Store In
gg Your Neighborhood.
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GET YOUR "CROSSWORD" CARD NOW
AT YOUR LUCKY FOODS STO RE

661 Chola*.
No.7 - 452 East Shelby Drive
No.8 - 4280 Macon Rood

No.6

No.1 - 3471. Poplar at Highland
No.2.. 1471 Florida'at Porkwoy
549 South Parkway East
No.4

SPELL
WIN
treasure
$500
$100
hundred.
twenty.- ..,
VtO
eleven.
1
five
$ 5
one.
$ 1
prize
100 Quality Stamps

"CROSSWORD" PRIZES

Roxane bares the front in a small triangle and the entire
back of this draped white jersey gown for Samuel Winston,
irons the Spring 1969 collection. A rhinestone jewelled collar
catches the folds of the top, while a wide band of rhine-

Policemen
Are Wanted
In Washington
Considering a career in law
enforcement?
The Interagency Board of
U.S. Civil Service Examiners
for Washington, D.C., it, acceeting applications for the
position of policeman with
the Metropolitan Police Department in Washington, D.C.
The starting salary is $8,000
per year. Qualified applicants
may have their travel and
moving expenses paid.
Male citizens 21 years old
but not yet 30, standing at
least five-feet-seven-inches bare
foot, and weighing at least ,
140 pounds, who have had one I
year's appropriate experience,
or who have a high school
diploma, or who have a high
school diploma or its equivalent, may apply to take the
written
examination.
Applications and further information may be obtained
from the Federal Job Information Center, 167 North Main
Street, Memphis, Tennessee
38103,
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College Black Revolutionists
Black power extremists have creat- timeosions of freedom has a magnetic
ed a veritable reign of terror on the , poll that draws out of even normally
campuses of scores of American colleges passive students the flames of miliand universities. In many notable in- tancy which burst beyond their constances the school have capitulated to trol.
their demands. In all fairness to them,
In the history of ideas, the dynait must be said that the confrontation mism of social action knows no bounds.
has brought about desirable changes All revolutions begin in the field of
in the academic content of curriculum ideas. It is by our ideas that we change
the way we live, the way we organize
and admission procedures.
What is not desirable is the violent society, the way we manipulate material
means that the black students and their things. Having exhausted itself in the
white sympathizers resort to in order to area of street demonstrations for imachieve their goals. Most faculties in provement in living conditions such as
an impressive number of a major uni- housing and other civil rights objectives
versities have yielded to the concept of not yet attained, the struggle for restudent partigipation in the decision- cognition and equity found a rich soil
making process. This is an important in the college compounds where the auconcession, one which no academic in- thorities had never before faced the
stitution, say a decade or so ago, would challenge of the new black generation
or of any generation for that matter.
have dreamed of granting.
The impact of that challenge has
As a result of this consideration
three significant gains have been made: been disruptive and it dismayed the
more black students are being admitted, school authorities to no end. With the
, more black teachers are being hired and exception of the unfortunate insistence
1 more black history is being taught in on separatism in dormitory accommocolleges said universities where their dations, the black revolution on college
campuses has accomplished much good
I, inclusion had been drastically limited.
Such advancement is in step with in so far it has succeeded in forcing
the rhythm of the time. It is a reorder- revel sal of patently bad social attitude
ing of things in a world whose adoles- and governing concept. But the tide of
cence had been prolonged beyond hu- public opinion is turning against it,
man tolerance. There is no doubting the because it employs too crude and iconofact that American institutions of high- clastic method for achieving its end.
er learning had clung to an outmoded There are alternatives to massive asmedievalism that clouded their vision saults, to bottle throwing, to forced ocof the new world that was emerging cupation of office buildings.
Of course revolutions are not won
all around them.
The agitation for civil rights, the with kid gloves. Neither will stone
legislative sanctions that 'butteressed heaving alter permanently the mood of
them and the ensuing political climate a college faculty. The campus black
that raised hope for a brighter future. revolutionists will find no comfort in
were bound to have an impact on the the old Jesuit assumption: "The end
stifles the means." This concept has
colleges and universities.
which
movement
"-tcl to many a worthy cause.
The black power
grew out of the efforts to enlarge the
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MY VIEW

Wait And See
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
tion, and v. as one of the chief opponents
President Nixon, when he was run- of the civil rights act in 1964 which
ning for office, led the South to believe made school desegregation the law of
that it would get a break from the the land by Congressional decree. The
pressure of desegregation of the public article in the CONSTITUTION quOtes
schools. Th ethen presidential candi- Senator Russell as saying that he went
date made it clear in a speech in Char- through the whole history of school delotte, North Carolina, that he did not segregation with Secretary Finch. Rusbelieve that funds should be cut off sell is reported to have told Finch that
from a school system if it did not follow he had led the 93 day filibuster against
the guidelines of HEW. I thought at the case for desegregation and that, afthe .me, and I still think that this ter the law had passed, he made a speech
was an unfortunate statement. It indi- asking for "peaceful compliance." Ruscates one of two things or both. The sell is said to have told Finch that there
candidate for president was trying to was a differenae of opinion between
get Southern votes by saying this, or federal enforcement officials (and the
he was expressing his own conviction. Supreme Court) and Russell over cornHe may have been doing both. Presi- pliance. Russell's interpretation of the
dent Nixon's new Secretary of Health, law is that "schools will be open to any
Education and Welfare, Mr. Finch, has child without regard to race, creed or
said in essence that there will be no color or national origin, and that
let-up on the preswould be freedom of choice." This, of
sure now on th e
course, could lead to token integration
public schools t o
i,only and this Mr. Russell knows. This
,
; integrate their
; would please the South tremendously.
student bodies.
White people are running to the suWhere the truth
burbs, and for the most part Southern
is, nobody knows.
schools are determined to have only
I We will have to
token integration. The Supreme Court
I wait and see.
o-ill go along with freedom of choice
A recent article
if it contributes toward the elimination
I in the ATLANTA
of dual school systems.
CONSTITUTI0 N
Russell quotes Finch as saving in
(January 22) re- •
that interview that he (Finch) thought
ports and interthat the law meant what Russell thinks
view with Senator Russell. This article it means. Mr. Russell expects less prostates that after Robert Finch had been vocative school rulings on the question
selected to become President Nixon's of desegregating the schools. The South
Secretary of HEW "one of Finch's first drives a hard bargain. and President
stops was in the largest Senate office Nixon committed himself in the Charon Capitol Hill, and the one nearest the lotte speech in whi-h he said that he
capitol. That office belongs to Richard did not think funds should be cut off
B. Russell." Senator Russell is the man from a school district ror not following
who has opposed all civil rights legisla- the guidelines. We will wait and see.

I

Crisis In West Africa

Many West African leaders who dead and 12 wounded, when troops openhave linked their destinies to the fu- ed fire.
Senegal's problems mirror those of
ture of President de Gaulle have been
many
school
other small, impoverished former
continuing
shaken lately by the
-crisis in France. The General's good French territories. French aid is indisfriend, President Leoppold S. Senghor of pensable. In all, France earmarks more
Senegal is grappling with a wave of than 1 percent of her gross national proanti-government street fighting in Da- duct for aid and investment in Africa.
kar — almost a carbon copy of the re- The aid bill alone is almost $400-million
a year.
cent upheavals in Paris.
Without French aid the governMr. Seinghor's troubles began in
Sene a s tropica Latin Quarter — the ments of not only Senegal but Togo,
' the cab driver is a black man of justice . . . against the bruINVOLVEMENT
grounds and streets around the modern Dahomey, Chad, Upper Volta, Niger Lt. Norvelle Wallace, a black hold-up incident occurred in !tality and prejudiced attitudes
University of Dakar overlooking the sea. and the former French Congo, would officer in the Memphis Fire De- a black community . . . then fhei of white supremacists hiding
Leftist students occupied the univer- collapse. With or without General de partment doesn't mind becom-I police should not have been behind the cloak of the law. . .
lag "involved" on the side of called by them . . that they was the general conscensus of
sity, following the lead of the French Gaulle at the helm, the French electro- law,
should have taken a hands-off black people not to inform on
order, and right.
atudonts at the University of Paris. rate is annoyed with the Government Lieutenant Wallace
as a attitude . . . that they should other black people . . . even
when they are obviously law
President Senghor responded by send- for continuing ti divert money to Af- witness to the shooting of John not have become involved,
driver. It But there must be a large violators.
cab
veteran
Allen,
ing in the army to dislodge them. The rica that could be used for domestic rewas a daytime holdup attempt body of public opinion which Their attitudes and actions
army won, at the cost of one student forms.
perpetrated by two teen-age will join in applauding the act-

A Point Of View

(Editor - Sengstacke Publications)
It was a small dinner party at the modest home
of a rare liberal in the Department of State in Washington where I first met Eduardo Mondlane who, a
few days ago, was assissinated in Dar es Salaam in
Tanzania. Mondlane was introduced as a professor
from Syracuse University. Before the
soup was served, however, I learned he
was launching a rebel movement to free
his native Mozambique from Portugese
colonial rule.
Fast on the verbal trigger, knowledgable, sophisticated Mondlane seemed. to be a model of the well-tailored,
Westernized Africans you might meet
on Bond street in. London's Mayfair. I
had difficulty picturing his squatting,
half-naked behind some bamboo tree
with a bomb in his hand. Even when
I got to know him better I was still fascinated by
his capacity to hold fast to the values of his Afriaan
heritage and all the while take great delight in the
fun and games of Ivy League eggheads. He was a
citizen of the world, at home in almost any culture.
Perhaps what I liked most about him was that
he took issues but never himself, very seriously. In
a bitter verbal exchange, he could make a sharp and
serious point with good grace and an ingratiating
grin. He had nothing in common with those frownfaced fanatics who star at you and shout out violent
words as if they were bullets from a Gatling gun.
He was a revolutionary but he was not revolting.
With his warm personality and persuasive tongue,
Mondlane had no difficulty in enlisting the support
of many influential Americans in the cause of freedom for his country. Even those chess players in the
State Department, who take pride in the distance
they maintain from the crude realities of the miserable countries to which they are attached, could not
wholly resist him. He got important assistance from
the least likely quarters.
The cause for which Eduardo Mondlane sacrificed
his life is not going to die with him. His genuis will
be missed but that urge of black Africans to have
some mastery over their own fate is not, as the
Portugese seem to think, some kind of seven-year
itch.
When I think of Mondlane, I also remember
George Pachnore, another great fighter against
colonialism in Africa, who once wrote a column for
the Chicago Defender when he was a working journalist in London. These two were in the same tradition,
intellectuals with a burning passion for what Marcus
Garvey used to call "the redemption of Africa."
Padmore was credited with having persuaded
Kwame Nkrumah in London to return to Ghana and
accept a job offer which ultimately led to the formation of a political force in Ghana that catapulted him
from prison to the premiership. While Mondlane
focused his fight on Portugal, Padmore took on the
British empire. Unlike Mondlane, Padmore died in
bed in Ghana where a grateful Nkrumah had given
him an official position in his foreign service.
In the early thirties when I was in the high
school department of Fisk University, a brilliant, tall,
princely-looking black student from Jamaica was in
college. His name was Malcom Nurse. He was the top
campus intellectual and an eloquent speaker. He was
often invited to talk at Vanderbilt University and
several of the lilly white colleges around Nashville.
He sported a walking stick and all the boys envied
his elegance. In our view no student in the history
of Fisk had a brighter future.

Later I left for the University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor and lost contact. On occasion 1 would
ask friends about Malcom Nurse. Somehow I never
found anyone who knew where Malcom was not what
were results of the working of
youths. Lieutenant Wallace and ion of the Lieutenant and the segregation and persecution the years had brought him. From those days in college
a companion were parked in a person with him. Both men . . the bitter fruit of rejection, until 1959 the fate of Malcom Nurse was one of the
car a short distance behind the deserve the community's com- contempt, neglect, and frustra- great mysteries of my life.

Half A Loaf Congress
If the victory won uy those who o n drastic governmental economies.
believe in filibuster is any indication of Mortgage subsidies designed to encourthe mood of the 91st Congress, then age home ownership will be curtailed
storm signals should be placed on the considerably. One thing is certain, there
Capitol, for dark days are ahead espe- will be no civil rights legislation. The
initiative for such a measure will come
cially for black people.
Efforts by Senate liberals to set neither from the White House nor from
aside the filibuster — the means by Congress.
This will mark the first time in a
which a minority of the Senators can
thwart the will of the majority by talk- decade that no proposal for improveing a measure to death-have failed. That ment of the status of the black man in
means that chances for passage of li- the American society has been made and
beral legislation, particularly where the none will be made by the Nixon's Adblack man is concerned, are virtually ministration. It seems that we are entering the half-a-loaf era.
nil.
conservatism
will
bring
The pull of

cab in which the youths were mendation and respect. They tion. The ghetto . . . living by
sitting with t h e cab drive r. did what they should have done the law of the jungle 4survival)
The mystery was solved one night as I sat at
Wallace and the person with as citizens . . . plus the fact , . . reached to take care of its
home
on the outskirts of Lagos, Nigeria, near the
him saw one of the boys pull that Lieutenant Wallace did own.
Ikeja airport. I had gone to Africa in 1959 to become
a pistol and shoot Allen in the what he had to do as an officer
But things have changed. As editorial advisor to the Amalgamated Press of Nihead from the rear. The young of the city government.
bandits jumped out of the cab, The time has come when the the black man demands in- geria, LTD, which was African owned. I was listenr e s ponsibility and
after spatching the driver's black community must face creased
the issue. The issue is: what do recognition in determining af- . ing to radio (Manx broadcasting from Accra. The
money bag, and fled on foot.
That's when Wallace and the black people who realize the fairs in the areas racist Ameri- 'voice was that of his eminence, Kwame Nkrumah, and
other witness went into action importance of law and order ca has assigned to him, he he was delivering a eulogy for his friend who had
One went to the aid of the cab . . . even in the ghetto . . . owe must also prove his ability to died the night before, George Padmore.
driver, and called police. Lieu- to themselves and to the city handle situations developing
tenant Wallace started his car as a whole? Should black resi- in those areas. Crime exists in
The premier began describing Padmore's early
and followed the assailants, ac- dents of black community be all areas of America society.
and
said he was born in Kingston, Jamaica and
life
cording to news reports. Hel expected to cover for and con- How the particular area of sogreatest
reacts
is
im
ciety
of
he
was
given
at birth the name of Malcom Nurse.
where they sought to ceal black criminals just beno
portance.
"hold up" to hide. He called cause they are black?
There is A running argument among historians
the police and gave the location It's true that ghetto condition
If the black ghettos of Ameriwhere the bandits were hiding. in black areas over the years ca's cities are to survive until about .whether great great occasims produce great
Police officers responded and have built up a tradition of the hoped-for acceptance of
men or great men produce great occasions. Having
made the arrest.
non-cooperation widi law en- black people as full' citizen
known
—arid *hired Some wonderful hours with men
There are some members of forcement agencies.
eventuates, then it is up to
Mondlane and George Padmore and havEduardo
like
the black ghetto who would In a vast number of instances people like Lieutenant Wallace
hold that since Lieutenant Vial.. in the history of the black man and friend to prove . . as they
ing seen something of their handiwork, I lean toward
lace is a black nab ... since in the United 3tates the only did . . . that black people are
the latter view.
. . . since the youinful bandits i protection any of them had on the side of law and order
are black . . . and since the against the blind miscarriages too.
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JUGs Are Preparing
For 15th Charity Ball

gratitude for the magnificent
support the community has

HULLDOBBS

given, the members are seeking the increased efforts of all
of their loyal supporters.

Friday night, March 28, 19691 Founded 16 years ago by Mrs. Mrs. °Terrell V. Nelson,
in Holiday Hall-Holiday lnn1Joitephine
Johnson Bridges president of the Memphis ChapRivermont, members of and Mrs. Sarah McKinnie ChanJ-U-G-S, Incorporated, Memphis dler, J-U-G-S has helped count- ter, announces that plans are
Over 100 Fresh
ly surprised with travel clocks Advisors to the group are Chapter, will celebrate their less numbers of children underway for a bigger, better
annual "Living Ads" Ball, through
and
fabulous
"Living
more
Ads'
trades
to choose
various
community
Mesdames
Dorothy
Smith,
which looked very much like
marking the fifteenth presenta- agencies and philanthropic en- Ball for '69. to continue the
-Memphis
Maggie Blackmon, A. C. Patvolume
from
tion of the organisation's Chari- deavors in the Memphis area. chapter's work toward providpurses. Mary is Frances terson, Lucinda Smith,
Myrtle ty Ball to
Dealer
Ford
Memphis and the Mid With pride in their accom- ing a swimming pool for the
Hayes sister who was also J. Fishern Clyde Saunders,
South.
plislunents and with renewed children of Goodwill Homes in
Katherine
Bowers.
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$1295
96
$150 Fr„:".". $745

AL CHYMIA TEMPLE'S

4,
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FORD Country
96
Power, air, V-87 station wagon.

5200 ,.°.w„nce $2295

PCHT!AO Tat:10:s1, V-6,
'WO automeic,
$100 _ $1295
__
1
'T
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Pail" Finance
Down
.
1795
emaw MUSTANG 281
$150 F°.74. $1345
tit,O NT1AC $4,7
1 1•1;fic.4conditioning.
$100 DD.ZZ, $695
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BANK FINANCE

Hull-Dobbs

FORD CITY

2700

Ave

Phone 123-8361

Mon Claire INC.

Anthony's Mdse. Co. of Memphis, Inc.

14 No. Main Court 527-3619

UNION

SI

100% Human !fair

2200 LAMAR
324-3611

Desks-Chairs-Filing Cabinets

All Prices Have Been Cut
IRMS/MNSW&

Office Suppliers

TN E M2N1A16
61rAn lihNIN6017

•

La-

AR.- TAYLOR
CO. INC.

CHILDREN'S OPERA THEATRE
PROUDLY PRESENTS
A Children's Opera In One Act

Owt Vaal eitaday

18 So. Second St.
525-5792

CD
Lim

t31)

FREE
DiaIVERY

•
•

41•••••••••••••
.

Journals-Ledgers-Ring Books

Lim

"Little
Red
Riding
Hood"
By
Seymour
Baran

SAT. FEB 8 — 10:00 A M.;
1:00 P.M.; 2:30 P.M.
MEMPHIS STATE HNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION AUDITORIUM

49.95 Long Semi Hand made Wig... 43.95
59,95 Hand Made Stretch Wig...... 49
49
39.95 Long fall•••••••••••••••••• 24.95
14.95 Wiglefs••••••••••••••••••••
EXPERT STYLING $3.50
"ATTENTION MEN"
Come in and see our new

selection of:

Mustache, Beard, Sideburns and Afro Wigs
Ladies, See The Afro Bush Wig
Only II19.95

50C PER CHILD
PHONE: 321-1541
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
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Defender CAMERA

Show n above is Mr. Ronald Gerald W i 1liams, former newsboy for the Tri-State
Defender, and salesman for the copier
sales division of Pi t ne y-Bowes, Inc. Mr.
Williams is shown with his branch manager Mr. R. G. Ressa. Williams had this to
say: "Some of the practices of selling

newspapers that I used as a paperboy are
being used by me now, but on a larger
more competitive scale with Pitney-Bowes
Inc. My advice to newsboys is to stick in
there and sell those papers, because, believe it or not, the experience you gain
now, you will never regret in the future."

THE
grand
seller
Black

The Booker T. Washington High School
Gymnasium. The program was sponsored
by the Alpha Elite Club. Shown above are
the students who appeared on,—
the Semester Honor Roll,
FIRST ROW:
Irene McGhee, Rosie Wells, Connie Walk.
er, Moletha Verge, Maggie Beverly, Dom
thy Berner, Margaret Henderson, Shelia
Thompson.

•
0
•

•••••111/1141410111011411101

The Douglas Troubadours of Douglas High
School journeyed to New York City this
past week to appear on the Ted Mark
Show which will be televised in Memphis
on February 16 at 4:30 p.m. on WREC-TV.
While in New York, the Troubadours were
guests of the NBC network and viewed a
live television presentation of the program

"Concentration." Shown from left to right
are Richard Garrett, Kenneth Broome,
Donald O'Conner, Edward Shealy, James
Travis, Michael Broome, Thaddeus Avery,
Harvey Turnage, Willie Thomas, Stev e
Matthews, Willie Nathena, and Omar Robinson, Jr.

Mrs. Peg gy Brewer, president and Mrs.
Erdine Travis, business manager of t h e
Rubaiyats look on as students of the Adult

Basic Education classes at Georgia school
board the bus that the Rubaiyats sponsor.

INIMITABLE James Brown as he prepares for his
show at the Mid-South Coliseum. The million record
will be blasting loud and clear, "Say It Loud: I'm
and Proud.''

Randy Jackson, Dorothy Miller, Carolyn
Myers, Carolyn Black, Jennifer Jones, Wil•
lie Ruth Gibson, Gueilar Sharp, Frederica
Jones, Carolyn Mattison, Frances Hall,
Sharon Bradley, Doris Walls, hear Ward,
Jr.
NOT SHOWN:
Margie McRae, Bernice Moss, Parthenia
Alexander, Harriette Young and Sherron
Brown. (Photo by Hooks).

Rubaiyats Aid Blind
Bubaiyats, Inc. will present
"Transpo '69" Sunday February
16 from 5-8 p. m. at the Sheraton-Peabody Skyway. The purpose of the Fashion show is
to raise funds for the transporation of blind and partially sighted adults who attend the Adult
B asic Education Classes at
Georgia Avenue School.
The Rubaiyats maintain a
school bus which picks the students up at their homes a n d
takes them to the classes and
back home again. This is the
third year they have sponsored
transporation for the group
and their second public function to solicit funds.
The class is sponsored by the
Adult Basic Education program of the Memphis City and
Shelby County Schools. Mr. C
Blake Welch is the coordinator
of the program.
Models for the show will be
wearing the la tes t fashions
from New Breed Ltd. of New
York, Julius Lewis. Paula
Tailoring Shop and Mam'selle
of Memphis.
Mr. W. Benjamin Kelly and
the Hamilton Dancers under the
direction of Mrs. Gloria Venson
will dance for the show.
The popular vocalist Miss
Barbara Perry and Alfred
Motlow will lend their voices to'
the show. Music by Bow Legs
Miller. Mrs. Callie Stevens and
Water Robinson will share the
spotlight as narrators and Miss
Erma Laws is mistress of ceremonies.

Shown above is Deft Walls of Transpo in,
the Rubaiyats benefit Pkishion Show. Fashions will be supplied by the New Bread,
Ltd. a fast growing black company in New

York. Draping Mrs. Walls in an African
gown are New Breed representatives, Walter Robinson and Riff Calloway.

Members of the Rubaiyats
are Mrs. Harper Brewer, President; Mrs. Isom Buford, Mrs.
A. C. Curtis, Mrs. Clifford De•
berry, Miss Helen Green, Mrs.
Erdine Travis, Mrs. Louis Little, Mrs. Williams Parker, Mrs.
Elbe rt Payne, Miss Mary
Rhodes, Mrs. Turner Williams,
Mrs. Ivory Walker, Mrs. Greenie Walls, Mrs William Ward.
Miss Beverly Smith, Mrs. Sylvester Ford, Mrs. Allyn King,
Miss Norma Mins, Mrs. Commodore Primous and Mrs. Ned
Sims.

Among the male models participating in
the Rubaiyats "Transpo 89" will be Booker T. Jones of Booker T. and the M. G.'s,
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who did the musical score for the movie
"Tighten up."
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Memphian Rick Roberson, a
! 6-9, 240-pound center for CincinU Memphis State can't clo nati, won a personal duel with
anything about its heartbreak,'high school nemesis Rich Jones
ing string of losses, time can. as the Bearcats walked away
Only five games remain for with a 69-47 one-sided deetsion
the Tigers of Moe lba. MSU before 8,967 fans in the Midtraveled to New Orleans and South Coliseum last Saturday.
St. Louis this week for road The crowd was the largest of
tilts with Loyola and the Mis- the season
souri Valley Conference NIB
Roberson, a standout at Mitkens in St. Louis on Friday
chell Road while Jones starred
night.
at Lester, scored 18 points and
Next week the Tigers journey grabbed a game high of 12 reto Peori a, Ill, for a return bounds. Jones, playing on a
match with the Bradley Braves. weak ankle sustained in the
The curtain comes down after opening moments of the LouisWichita moves into the Mid- ville game, put in 17 markers
South Coliseum for a March 1st and pulled down eight rebounds
!game. Local fans will have the
According to Cincy's T a y #7 30 a term
oppotunity to see Bobby Smith
who had to bench RoberBaker,
and the league-leading Tulsa
midway the season because
son
Hurricane when the Oklahohe wasn't performing up to par,
mans come to town February ,
the Bearcats ran their offense
27th.
better than at any time during
Last week State took on ,thre‘e this campaign. Many of Cincy's
MVC opponents absorbing del'baskets came on layups after
feats at the hands of the invad- well executed maneuvers. Cining trio. North Texas State, cinnati left town with a 14-5
usually an also ran in the MVC, overall record and 6-4 slate in
simply out quicked the Tigers the MVC. The hapless Tigers,'
en route to an easy win. The who can look forward to reTexans' Joe Hamilton and building behind a 10-0 freshman
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
Steve Whittaker, a pair of team led by 6-7 Fred Horton
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident
guards with lightning speed, and 6-10 DOn Holcomb, are 0-12
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
were the villains in the North in the Valley and 5-15 over the
of an inch from his heart.
season.
Texas stampede.
On duty
END IN SIGHT

$4514
Mies.
$149
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BITTER RIVAL BEATEN
LeMoyne-Owen, having one of
its better seasons and perhaps
the best ever from the box office, had the facilities at Bruce
Hall well crammed for exciting
matches last week with
Bethune-Cookman
and
Lane
Colleges. The Magicians got
more than they bargained for
against B. C. as the smooth
operating Floridians defeated
the fired-up Purple Waves 74-63.
Lane, playing without its top
rebounder, yielded to second
half pressure as LeMoyneOwen fought back from a four
, point halftime deficit to take
control of the rough and tumble
I dogfight posting a 78-73 verdict
before over 2.100 in Bruce Hall.

It appeared MSU was ready
to bounce back and upset Louisville, a team highly rated of
late but had just managed to
beat the Tigers in Freedom
Hall on a late second rebound
shot. Ahead 50-48 late in the
game last Thursday here Louisville took advantage of State's
over cautiousness to spring for
a 60-51 triumph which was
spearheaded by All-American
Butch Beard.

Greee'l
6/

nil
runin.)11 on,
ut,„ De A

I

closed Sunday
Fred MontesiiGal.2 Limit

Bleach

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

25*

Double Cola Big 12 oz [Reg. 53C1

SOUTH--1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN)

Drinks 6
/39*

EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

Heinz Veg. Chicken Noodle WO/
Mushroom 8 Total Limit oz.
Soup8 For 1.00
Heinz O g Ketchup Lovers Size 3
for
3 Limit

Pillsbury Flakley

Biscuits

Ketchup 1.00

K raut „„„_._
at. Jar

WITH Beans
Chili 2 Limit 390
16 07.
Sound Beauty Chum
2 Limit
Swift's

Wishbone

Italian
Dressing

590

Kidney
15y2 oz
Beans 2/250
I.

Blue Plate

Mayonnaise
390

200 ct

Scott Facial

Tissue

33*

8oz

Joan of Arc 4 Limit

2 LiMit Gt.

Butter
12 oz. 33*

Vlasic 2 Limit

Eggs Doz.49

Salmon

Blue Plate
Peanut

8 oz.3tor350

Fred Montesi Grade "A" large

28*

.MCM

Birdeye Broccoli
Spears or Baby
Lima 2/394p
Red Z;oss Spagetti
or Macaroni....,_
7 oz...
Jim Dandy Beef, Chicken
or Liver Dog Food
15 /
1 2 oz 6
/79*
Wesson Veg.

Rosedale Green

Oil 1 Gal.
1.99

Lima Bta
z. els

Smuckers Strawberry

Preserves
18 oi 594
25 o

Lucky Leaf
Apple Sauc•

33*

Pride of Illinois

Cut Green I

Asparagus
14 /1 2 oz. 3101
46 oz.D rink
Derby

TISSUE

B••f

2901

3

LeMoyne-Owen, sensed an upset and forced Lane to make
costly mistakes as the second
half got under way. Hoskins led
the Magicians attack with 24,
followed by Bill Meggett with
17, Taylor 15 and Jackie Robinson cashing with 10. Southpaw
Dan Cunegin of Gary, Indiana,
was virtually unstoppable while
keeping the Lane offense i n
high gear most of the evening,
personally contributing 29
points on jump shots and driving twisting layups.

1

OLD TAYLOR
86

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY

PROOF. THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.

Wou?ci you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Dr. D. H. Williams? It's
8" tall, made of
antique bronze cost stone, and carries the complete Williams story. It costs $5.00 (which
is what it
costs us): Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865S,Grand Central
Sta., N.Y., N.Y.10017.
Please allow 8 weeks for delivery. Offer expires Dec. 31,1969.

"Old Taylor salutes Negro History Week"

Make it an Old Forester kind of party.
It brings people together.

The two teams meet again
Monday night in Jackson, Tenn.
It will be the final game of the
season for both teams
LeMoyne-Owen, 11-5 and hoping. for a berth in the conference tournament, took on
Tougaloo College to start this
week. The Magicians are
, scheduled to take on Fisk February lp and visit Tougaloo,
Miss. Saturday night.

Pro-Files
84SEIF4LL'S SI1OIZIE7

6.444e?

Green Peas
oz. 3 Solve 2
/29*
FRED MONTESI
DEL SEY
BATHROOM TISSUE 10
4 ROLL PKG.
With co:moppet end $5.00 additions) purchase
value of coupon m•rchandise(fr•sh
milk products and tobacco also •acluded 'n
centivi)ionc• with state, law). Coupon •spIres
noon, Wed., F•bruarY 12. • Anti•Fre•i purchase not included in coupon rod.,,,ptio,,
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK

51 M/NLVTES ..'NE NSW
YORK GIAAJTS 130Pc -D -NE
Pt4it.ADE014I.4 PRILt.I
6-1, SEPT: 253,1919..ThiS IS
Las "ri-18.k) 3mvants atiDi
HALF INNING./

excluding

PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESSFp
OINTMENT
An CET

FAST BLESSED RELIEF FROM TIN
MINN, IRRITATION ANN SCALING OF P50111134 YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE. AN!
AT A LOW PIKE THAT WILL AMAZE YOU.

Ham Slices
Center Cut for Frying 97
lb
Calves Liver

PALMER& "SKIN SUCCESS.* OINTMENT .. .
relieves the itching and irritation of this
ugly &kin trouble It removes the scales,
rlissolves the horny skin It is cooling and
snathl,R It refreshes the skin No matter
how ion( you have %uffered try PILLMEIPS
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT. end get the
fast atassaa relief you hrte longed for freer
the itching, irritatinn And staling of psoriasis
ONLY4A C
"i 07

f,,ced [b99$
crsk APAYT

I

COMPARE!
MINIM FINER
AT ANY PRICE!

ECONOMY SIZE 1 to 075 0111 99c

GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTIOk
.itt, the deep-acting foamy medication

ef -SKIN SOCCESS" SOAP. it !Hiatt
bathes erhii• it fleets germs that often
IlEglerite ParnOltatton oritirs moles
yr° sure ynislrt nice to be near
P616103
!ACCESS" SOAP.

0

nit

Pride of Illinois

Fred Monte!. Country Style

Sausage
2 r 75*
11k 43

Ed Hoskins and Willie Taylor
got 31 rebounds between them
'dud combiued for 39 poiuts to
break the backs of keyed-up
Lane. Thd Dragons, co-champs
last season with Bethune in the'i
SIAC, came to play and match-!
ed LeMoyne-Owen basket for
basket before surging ahead
34-30 at intermission.

was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
his colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphurdrugs, blood transfusion-today surgical
necessities-were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
DT. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the. patient lived.
Had it been any other hospital or any
other surgeon, the-man might have died
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
That hospital operating room was a
long way from the small frame house
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan was born.
By the time he was twelve, his father
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled
in Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping to-

geller enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local academy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dan Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
Southside.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provident Hospital, the first infirmary open
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation
saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
the truly great "Ingenious Americans".

121
/
2 oz.

Fresh Meaty

Spare Ribs
lbs. & Under 59* lb.

1•0

Tamales29$

4 Roil Pkg.

C
I

•ID

HOW LONG INAS

Delmonte Pineapple Grapefruit

11111••••=11•11

DELSEY BATHROOM

•••

He performed the first
successful heart operation.

125 W. BROADWAY
ME 3-4615
ge+RRE5T CITY, ARK.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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Dr.Daniel Hale Williams (1858-1931)

BUILDERS
SUPPLY, INC.
N.

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

At 86 or 100 proof "There is nothing better in the
r.,111416111 1110009 0151.

market.

• lb PEW • 100 P5001 10111)0 01 1050• WWI EDWIN DISIIIIERS

• AI tOUISVIIIE IN KENTUCKY ,.1961
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Christian
Service Club
Holds Election

Negro History Week

The Christian Service Club
met recently at the home of
Mrs. Bettie Dotson of 868
Olympic,- and all officers were
re-elected for 1969. The electinn
was conducted by Mrs. Susie
Marks.

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY •

LONDON BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN'
The old London Bridge of the nursery rhyme will soon be
replaced by a new structure. Above, a 30-ton segment of
the new London Bridge is hoisted by crane from a barge
on the River Thames, to be placed into position. Due for
completion in 1972, the new bridge will consist of 356 similar concrete box units. The old bridge (background) is to
be dismantled and shipped to the U. S. (UPI Cablephotn)
Atillin1.111111111111111•11111111•1111111111111111011111tieroto

A-1
Income Tax Service
Complete
Return

Militant Warns 'Enemy'
On U. Of Calif. Campus

5 UP

INCOME
TAX
Phone 275-2501

BERKELEY, Calif. — Militant black students at
the University of California are vowing to continue
their strike after telling whites "If you don't help,
you're the enemy."
The words were shouted Monday at the first noon
time rally permitted by school officials in more than
a week. A spokesman said the ban was lifted as an
"experiment" and may later be reimposed.
Jim Nabors of the Afro-American Student Union
was the main speaker and told a crowd of about 2.000
that the "white man's time is over."
"This is the age of biacknness," he said and
promised that the third world liberation front would
attain its goal of establishing a completely autonomous college of ethnic studies on the Berkeley campus.
"If you don't help, you're the enemy," said Nabors. —This is no joke. The age of nonviolence is
over. There isn't going to be an America any more
like you knew yesterday. No more business as usual
"Tell that to (Gov. Ronald) Regan,"
The California governor last week declared a
state of "extreme emergency" on campus and authorized unlimited use of highway patrolmen to main
tam n order on the campus.
- mtaints-mew•

SERVICE

This year, more than ever before, you
will need to take advantage of every
Money Saving Deduction you are entitled
to.Our experienced tax people _will give
you the service you need in preparing
your 1968 Income Tdx Return

OPEN
9-9 Weekdays Sat. 915 Sunday
Accurate preparation Guaranteeo
No Appointment Necessary
224 No. Cleveland St.

NASHVILLE — The investi- U.S.A. to (1) define the term Johnson, Bronx, N.Y.; Missinooga, Tenn.; and Howard
gation of facts not generally Negro by examining the con- Lillie Allen, Houston, Texas; Lucke, Lebanon, Tenn., sadstressed in traditional texts cepts of Negro, black man, col- Miss Sylvia Eubanks, Cbatta- erator.
was emphasized by the annual ored man; (2) examine the
Negro History Week activities normally accepted and tradi4".WiWaW.9"./.
,
XWMVOW.46WWev”
at Tennessee A&I State Uni- tional image of the black man
versity.
in the U.S. and how this
The major activities of the image has changed to morel
week were sponsored by the acceptable present-day terms;
Grab This Opportunity to
Department of History and Po- (9) explore the changing attitudes,
the
factors
which
helplitical Science. According to
Dr. Raleigh A. Wilson, profes- ed to produce race pride, race
sor, and Dr. Alonzo T. Steph- identity, and race togetherens, professor and head of the ness among youth and adults;
4111.1
7,_&%
department, the program was and (4) examine and define
designed also to examine the the new and ever-increasing
work in black studies sponsor- opportunities and responsibilied by the University and to ties as the black citizen seeks
participation in
project new projects and re- unrestricted
all phases of United States acEARN $1 to $5
search for the University.
tivities.
every week
Atty. H. T. Lockard of Mem- Student
panelists included
in spare time
phis, administrative assistant Michael
Edwards of Montgomand Win free Prizes
to Governor Buford Ellington, ery,
Ala., John Cobb, Niagara,
IIHoak Minus
was keynote speaker at the N.Y.;
gaitsed Mal
William Choctaw, Nash5.15 Mho.,Knit.
assembly on Wednesday.
ville; Miss Brenda Morgan,
"The Negro in United States Ripley,
Tenn.; Miss Paula
H The Aro•Boor 12or Older Us•?Ms Canon Nor
History 1865-Present" was ex'Print Nome and AJdness Reba+ I
plored by a panel of students.
Tri-Stet• Defender
They investigated the achieve•
124 East Calhoun, Mfamphis, Tenn.
ments of black people in the
• mv fast bundke Ipeon;

BOYS

The officers are Mrs. Dotson,
president; Mrs. Marks, vice
president; Mrs. Addle Merriweather, secretary and' vice
president; Mrs. Ernestine Roberts, secretary; Mrs. Jannie
assistant
HRS. EVA CHRISTIAN retired Dillon,
secretary;
recently after 25 years of nurs-I Mrs. Lavera Albrooks, treasing service with the Kennedy urer; and Mrs. Alice Mitchell,
Veterans Administration Hos- chaplain.
pital. The wife of George W. Mrs. Albrooks will be hostess
Christian, a retired letter car- for the next meeting at her
rier, she plans to devote time to home at 1318 Niese on Sunday.
religious and civic activities.
Feh 16, at 3 p.m.

Don't Sit and Wait
Come in Today
for Complete

Is Observed At TSU

Hanilton PTA
Hears Speaker
On Drug Abuse
The Hamilton High School
PTA met on Tuesday night,
Feb. 11, in the school auditorium, and heard Lt. Thomas
B. Harlan of the Narcotics Division of the Memphis Police
Department discuss "Becoming Informed on Drug Abuse."
A film strip on the suject
was also shown. Mrs. Joseph
Simmons is PTA president,
and Mrs. V. R. Goodman, Jr.,
, in charge of publicity.
Oliver Johnson is principal
of the school.

Centenary's Pastor
Receives An Award

Members Named To Church Posts
The 101st annual meeting of
Second Congregational Church
was held recently, and new
members appointed to the
board of deacons and board of
trustees.

41111111111111MINOM

New members of the board

The Rev. James M. Lawson
Jr., pastor of Centenary United
of deacons are Dr. Odis Strong, Methodist Church, was in
Mrs. Bessie Davis, Alfon so Boston Feb. 4-6 lecturing at the
Boston University Conference
Taylor and Roscoe Overton.
on the Ministry. At the close
Dr. Alfonso Saville and Ed- of the session he was
awarded
win Prater are the new mem- the university's Alumni Merit
bers of the board of trustees. Award for 1968.

Clip Out This

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
i004701Ma
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Are Yee•be..Age — Date tom
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Stats

Pest Olio

la an Envelops

LICK BLACK

•••••,••••••••••
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AT YOUR DRUGGIST

0•11.10•11.

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Bak•d in Memphis by Memphlans
rushed rushed dal!y• to your big
Hogu• & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Not Dog'

BUNS
,g.
:8 o 25
BREAD

Hogue & Knott
lug.
1/
1 24.-b Sandwk.+1

Loa

27c

BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS lnitr.V. 274
We R•serv• Th. Right
To Limit Quantiti•s

V
Hogue Z Knott Pure
Lux Regular

PORK
SAUSAG

Sliced

PORK
LIVER
lb

4 Bars

Bag

3 lb

33*

$1.19

19*

M

SOAP

Blue Plate
lit•430

I

WE HONOR OOVIRNMINT POOR STAMPS
Kounty Kist

Crisco

SWEET
PEAS

VEG. - SHORTENING

1 2 oz.
8/
Can 104c

3 lb. Can

680

I Limit
Diamond
Standard

West Pac

PEAS

FOIL

Ballard

or Pillsbury

igcr,

12x25 ft.

CARROTS
20 oz. Poly-Bag

25*

Buy a bottle of Seagram's 7 Crown
and you can be sure of three things:
• Superb flavor
• Fine quality
• Appreciative guests
7 Crown ... the un-risky whiskey.
Say Seagram's and Be Sure.

Extra Light

Glad

8 oz. Can

TRASH
BAGS
I
lo Count 690

3 tor
27

•!•!"'.

4

SALTINES
lb

Box

29*

Doha

CUT BEANS
20 or
Poly Bag

29*A

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS

1578 LAMAR
Seagram Distillers Company,N.Y.C. Blended Whiskey.86 Proof.65% Grain Neutral Spirits.

Flavor - Kist

BISCUITS

913 SO. THIRD
3362_ SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 1 sl

4
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Citizens Group Will Honor Three Patriots

SAY
IT
LOUD

p
The Citizens Committee Coun- Memphis Pu
Schooll
SchoolsiF, and School, and McCann L. Reid, Tickets can be purchased
cil will present its annual Pat- Miss Loretta McCoy, secretary editor of the Tri-State Defender. from any member of the Citiriotic Banquet on Sunday after- of the Memphis Education As- The public is urged to attend zens Committee Council, t h e
noon, Feb 23, in the Venetian sociation, is co-chairman. They the educational and gala affair, Lynoms Florist Company.
Room of the Sheraton Peabody promise that the affair will be which will begin at 5 p. m on Carocline Sundry or Taylor',
Hotel.
one of the biggest and best ever Feb. 23.
Grocery Store.
The banquet is presented presented.
Mrs Frances Dyson, chaireach February to honor the
birth month of great men who man of the program, along
have done outstanding work in with other committees, have
MECHANICS WANTED
the field of humanity. In thel planned a variety of activities
GAS & DIESEL
past, Abraham Lincoln, the for the enjoyment of those at- Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Emancipator, and Frederick tending. Fashions by well- Vacation.
Local truck leasing company has openings for MeDouglass, the Abolitionist, have known models will be shown. chanics uho want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
and music, dancing and addresbeen honored.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
This year, Dr. Martin Luther sea will be featured during the
evening.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
King, Jr., has been selected
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY=
AN
Guest
speakers
Charwill
be
for
for
the
honor,
along
with
Lin•
AT KEESLER AFB, Miss.,
lea
Jr.,
J.
Patterson,
principal
coin and Douglass.
training in the administrative
Although the late Dr. King's of the Kansas Elimentsry
Held is Airman A. C. Woods, birthday is in January, the
sou of Mrs. Jane A. Woods, Citizens Committee felt that it
el 3476 Dillard rd, Memphis, was fitting and proper that such
who completed basic training a great man should be honored
recently at Lackland AFB, Tex. along with the other patriots.
A 1965 gradvate of Woodstock Serving as chairman of the
High School, be attended Le- affair this year is Mrs. Rosie
Mem College.
S. Porter, a teacher with the
•

"Licki•' Stick"

I'm BLACK and I'm PROUD

a

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164.111
HALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450

JAMES BROWN

MACKIE'S
BODY SHOP,

Fender Body Work

Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 351 — 3134
PHONE 526 — 1154

"Pleas•,Pleas•

"HIS LATEST "GIVE IT UP OR TURNIT ALOOS( "

VOTED THE NO. 1 MALE VOCALIST OF 1968,

February 23rd 8:00 P.M.
Mid -South Colliseum
Tickets on Sale At
• Colliseum Box Office • Pat's Platters • House of Hits
• Tiki House • Goldsmith's Central Box Office
• Home of the Blues • Satellite Record Shop

•

Mail Order to Colliseum Box Office Or!y.

HE's THE STAR OF STAGE,MOVIES TV
and MILLION SELLER HIT RECORDING.

David M. Rosenberg
AUTO SUPPLY
COMPANY
OPEN NITES, SUNDAY'S
AND HOLIDAYS

263 Chelsea (Corner -5th),
Memphis, Tennessee
Customer Satisfaction
for Over Thirty Years
Plugs, Points and Condenser
for any Car or Truck...$5.95
.„

•

It's EZ2CU2
Will Enjoy Trading With Us.
In My Store
.1 Have Four Employees,
Three Are Colored.

Phone No. 527-7307

Ifthey're so wonderful,how come they're on sale?
We simply want to tempt you
into giving our injector blades a try.
Because Gillette injector blades
are made just like our Super Stainless
double edge blades (the ones that first

earned a reputation as The Spoiler).
want to shave with any other.
And they have the same plastic
So you keep buying ours. Even
coating that miraculously reduces razor when they're not on sale.
pull to a fraction. Once you shave with The Spoiler for injector
shavers,
an injector blade this good you never
by Ginette.
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St. Jude Gets Grant For Coagulant Study
A study of the process by particles which adhere to one
which the human body controls another forming a clot.
the production of blood platelets is under way at St. Jude "Very little is known about
Children's Research Hospital, the factors which control the
thanks to a two-year grant of level of platelets in the blood",
$21,968 from the National Heart said Dr. Simone, "but there
is evidence that a humoral subInstitute.
stance exists, giving messages
De. Joseph Simone, hematolo- to the bone marrow to increase
gfitt at St. Jude, will attempt or retard platelet production."
to establish relationships be- "Such studies have been contween the body's need for blood ducted before," Dr. Siinone
plittelets and the amount of an said, "but the exact mechanuntelentified substance thought ism involved and the quantito be a k,.:; to their manufac- tative relationships between
ture.
need and production have not
Platelets are cellular frag- been worked out." The study
ments formed in the bone mar- is aimed at establishing these
row which allow the blood to relationships.
coagulate at the site of a Dr. Simone will use laboratwound. They work like sticky ory rats in his investigation,

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

Block Club Elects
Officers For 1969

The South Montgomery Block the club in 1965, and it is the
Club met in the January meet- members desire to keep her in
ing at the home of Mrs. Bertha this office.
Buckles.
The next meeting will be held
This being the first meeting at the home of Mrs. Nancy
of the year officers were Bedford.
elected and committees appointed as follows: Mrs. Azzie L.
Dillihunt, president; Mrs. Ann
Holt, vice president; Mrs. CorMcWilliams, secretary;
ene
Mrs. Clytee Lewis, treasurer;
Mrs. Mary Haymer, chairman
Sunshine Committee and Telephone; Mrs. Bertha Buckles,
• business manager, Mrs. Erma
Franklin, sergeant at arms,
and
D e coration chairman;
Mrs. Minnie L. Robinson, public relations.
and
Art
Hiawatha
The club was divided into The
monthly
two groups. Group number one, Social Club held its
Lelia Walker
Mrs. clytee Lewis as captain, meeting at the
Clubhouse, with Mrs. Lillian
Mrs. Lucille Gill, Mrs. Mamie
M. J. Owens and
Lester, Mrs. Minnie L. Robin- Scott, Mrs.
Lettie Poston as co-hosMrs.
son Mrs. Willie B. Cunningtesses. Dinner was served
ham and Mrs. Selan Conard;
at Morrison's Cafeteria.
Group number two, Mrs. Mary
Haymer captain, Mrs. Nancy Mrs. Zana Ward, president
Bedford, Mrs. Corene McWil- of the City Federation, mapliams, Mrs. Floyd Brown, Mrs. ped out plans for a recital to
Ann Holt Mrs. Erma Franklin be held in March.
and Mrs. Azzie L. Dillihunt.
Members present were Mrs.
At the club's annual dinner, Willa Brisco, Mrs. Ernestine
which was held at the home Martin, Mrs. Maggie Newsom,
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan McWil- Mrs. Grace Tardy, Mrs. Flora
liams, the members surprised Cochrane and Mrs. Amanda
the president with a gift, a red Smith, with Mrs. Robert Ratumbrella, for her untiring serv- cliffe and Mrs. Beulah Wilice. Mrs. Dillihunt was elected liams, new members.
president when she founded Miss B. C. Lenoir is reporter.

I

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

Hiawatha

Art, Social

Club Feted

SALE
5os 100s 25•T
JUNIOR LEAGUE THRIFT SHOP
205 Madison Avenue

February 13th, 14th and 15th
Winter coats and all other winter clothing,
Nope over a $1.00 For men, ladies & children
Sale also includes
Household & Miscellaneous
Merchandise

SUGAR
GODCHAUX OR
DOMINO

PRIME

STEAK
T-BONE
STEAK

STEAK Lb.99c
Prime
Prime

KING Corrota

5-Lb.
Writ Cooptffs awl 113.00
01114110/•••/ ps•••••••
dud.. mdk pro/rats sail
ADM.. weds..

PORK

Lb $1 1

19,

01"IIRE WEEk

Fine Foods Since 1909 — 910 Vance at East

SIRLOIN

CAR WASH $125
at nr Sun S125
Sat Open I A AI In6P M
Sun. Open I AM ts2P M.

Voact Store

tagging new platelets by inject-'disorders may be injected into
ing a radioactive material Irats to see how they influence
which is incorporated into the platelet production.
parent cell of platelets. By ob- "Low platelet count is the
serving the rate of appearance most Common coagulation proof the tagged platelets in the blem of childhood," Dr. Simblood, he hopes to be able to one points out. "we feel that
measure the rate of platelet this will provide a means for
production Once the system studying some of the diseases
is established, plasma from in which platelet production is
patients with various platelet a problem"

COUPON

9

99c
Lb

SIRLOIN TIP OR

$1 29
lb.

BONELESS RUMP ROAST
C . up

Prime

SING COTTON

Lb 33` whoi. 276
SAUSAGE
49`BACON
59c FRYERS
• DUCKS • PHEASANTS • QUAIL • GEESE • RABBITS • COUNTRY HAM
ph,

Red

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

"

46-oz can

Ain BEANS

1
31-0z. Conl 5C

BUSH
Great Northern Beans
Navy Beans
Pinto Beans
Spaghetti

15-0z.
Cans

3 FOR 21c

Del Monte

Sliced Tomatoes
mows
_Apple Sauce

16-05. Con

250, 29c
3"
25c
39c

TJoyamales
r
28-0z.
Liquid ..................... 12-0z.
•

Cold Water

All Detergent

49c

FLAVOR KIST
SUGAR WAPE1S10-0z. OATMEAL 13-Ox.
CHOC. DELIGHT13-0i.

3FOR

1100

OLE SOUTH

PiE SHELLS

9 Inch Pkg. of 229c

MORTON'S

4/1"
• • • • • • •• •
CREME
LE an
ORE IDA PIXIE CRINKLE
POTATOES

CHEESE
SOFT OLEO

14-0z.

20-0z. Pkg.29c

8 Slice Pkg.29e
60z

B
s:Ai
iir
R AIs
E
S9
1AN

2 Tubs 16-0z.

PHILADELPHIA

CREAM CHEESE

8-0z.

29c
29'

GREEN CABBAGE

LblY2c

PURPLE TOP TURNIPS

Lb71/
26

RUTABAGAS

L3/
1
2e

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY, FIB. 13 THROUGH WED., FEB. 19

Cafettria

OPEN 11100 A.M. to 3' P.M.-4:00 P.M. to 100 P.M. Private lastevet Poems Per
Year Party. We Con Take Core of Parties of 5 to 150. Colt Per Reservations.

PICICIOUR DEAL AT HOEHN
'69 IMPALA 4-DOOR

NOW

$2443

•

'69 CAPRICE COUPE

NOW
583

$2750
CASH
PRICE

MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER

WIN a New CAMARO

361 UNION
2989 SUMMER

521-4411
323-5594

Listen to WMC Radio 79 for Details
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Installation Planned
For Missionary Group
The Missionary Institute of
the South Memphis District
will honor its founder during
the annual Installation Services
on Sunday, Feb. 16, at 3 p.m.,
in the Ward Chapel AME
Church. Mrs. E. Weathers will
be the host president, and Rev.
R. L. McRae will be host minister.
During the services, Institute
members will pay tribute to
the founder of the organization,
Mrs. Bertie DeLyles, who was

!Errol Johnson
Completes Studies
At Stillman

Equipped with:
• RADIO, WHITEWALLS
• HEATER, SPORT SHIFT,
Il

first lady of St. Andrew AME
Church at the time the Institute
was founded in 1952.
Mrs. DeLyles, a great missionary, benevolent humanitarian, teacher of Christian missionary work, and parliamentarian, organized the Institute
to prepare women for better
service in Christian mission.
Special honor and recognition will be given the fi r s t
president, Mrs. I. Bearden, a
member of St. Andrew AIM
Church. Sharing the spotlight
will be the Rev. F. G. Garrett, and Mrs. Sara Garrett,
Episcopal
supervisor, along
with the pastors and president
of societies of all churches of
the South Memphis District.
The presiding elder will beALUMNI OFFICERS — Newly elected officers of the Memstow the Missionary mantle of
phis Club of LeMoyne-Owen College's General Alumni Asleadership upon the following
sociation are seated, left to right: Mrs. Susie Hightower,
Institute officers for 1969:
sergeant-at-arms; Mrs. LeEleanor Benson, assistant corMrs. M. R. Todd, president,! responding
secretor); Mrs. Rio Ritta Jackson, recording
St. Andrew AME Church; Mrs. secretary, and Mrs. Mildred
Hodges„ assistant recording
Errol Johnson, son of Mr. E. P. Beavers, New Allen, vice' secretary and, standing,
left to right: Willie T. Miles, presiand Mrs. Theodore Johnson of president; Mrs. L. Owens, secdent; Eimer L. Henderson, first vice president; Dover
1543 Wabash ave., Memphis, retary, and Mrs. Irene Massey,
was one of 22 seniors at Still- assistant secretary, St. Andrew
man Colleg, Tuscaloosa, Ala., Mrs. P. Alexander, correspondto complete requirements for ing secretary, Providence; and!
the bachelor's degree at the Mrs. E. Weathers, assistantj
end of the winter semester.
corresponding secretary; Ward
Mr. Johnson has received a Chapel
Rockefeller-Macy
Foundation And Mrs. E. Fisher, Mt.
Fellowship for further study Zion, parliamentarian; the Rev. Annual Alumni Sunday, Feb. graduates and former students
at Swarthmore College in Penn Mrs. Virginia Reed, Cleo Hick16, at LeMoyne—Owen College of both colleges are invited.
sylvania.
man Temple, assistant parliaHe said "This will give them
Along with other mid-year mentarian; Mrs. I. Varnado, will give graduates and former a chance to get to know each
students a chance to know
graduates, he will receive his chaplian, and Mrs. A. Taliaeach other better. The event other."
degree at the 93rd annual ferro, St. Andrew, assistant
is scheduled for 5-7 p.m. in Special guests will include
chaplain; Mrs. L. Owen, dicommencement in May.
Owenites, members of the
the Student Center.
rector of current events, and
LeMoyne—Owen faculty and
Mrs. F. R. LaMarr, reporter, Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, presi- members of the ‘college's sedent of Owen College before it nior class.
St. Andrew.
The missionary sermon will was merged last year with The college choir, under dibe given by the Rev. M r S. LeMoyne College, will be the rection of Mrs. Mildred Green,
Reed of Cleo Hickman Temple. speaker for the occasion. He a former Owenite, will render
A delicious Valentine dinner is now development officer at several numbers in the Little
will be served after the pro- the college.
Theatre. Other singing groups
gram in the church dining hall. Willie T. Miles. president of are on the program.
The public is invited to at- ,the sponsoring LeMoyne—Owen A reception will follow the
tend the installation services. Alumni Club of Memphis, said program.

speed)

• DELUXE WHEEL COVERS

ONLY

$19500
DOWN PAYMENT
• Bank financing available
•Plenty of free parking

Sears

Annual Alumni Sunday
10 be neia e .

111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••
•
•
•••••••

Buy now and save

'75

EASTER BUNNY CONTEST
ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!

ALL
Tri-State Defender

News Carriers
Win Prizes

LI
noi

(q
10

Contest Begins With The
Number of Copies Sold
From Jan. 25 to March 29
Prizes MI Be Awarded In
3 Categories
75 to 100 COPIES PER WEEK
50 to 75 COPIES PER WEEK
25 to 50 COPIES PER WEEK
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on any of these

Shop 9:30 a.m.'til 9:30 p.m.

Crawford, second vice president; Benjamin T. Lewis, treasurer, and LeRoy Van Johnson, chaplain. The Memphis Club
is sponsoring its annual Alumni Sunday from 5 to 7 p.m.
Feb. 16 in the LeMoyne-Owen Student Center. Officers
not pictured are Mrs. Mary D. Talford, corresponding sec.
retary; Mrs. Eldora Amos, historian, and T. R. McLemorg
parlimentarian.
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Prizes Will Be Announced later

READ THIS STRANGE STORY, EVERY WORD IS TRUE WHAT PRAYER AND REV. COSTONIE DID FOR ME, SAYS:
MR. WALTER DAVIS
514 East 40th St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

NIG

We're rolling back prices
to celebrate RCA's 50th Anniversary.

The time comes in everyone's
life, when you just don't know
what steps to take. That was
my situation. My wife lost her
speech sometime ago and became
so sick I couldn't go to my job.
I, with a large family and a sock
'wife — That means trouble. I
went to REV. COSTONIE. My
!wife can talk now and he helped
me with several personal prob.
lems. No medicine, just prayers
and a better understanding of
how God works. As REV. COSTONI E said on my first visit.
— Jesus never foils." People
with money problems and man.
tal difficulties should see REV.
Mr. Walter Davis
COSTONIE. His phone number is WA 4-4969 or write to him
at 927 East 47th Street, Chicago, Illinois.

II

All 4 Anniversary Sale Models shown offer these
advanced features plus Automatic Fine Tuning:
*Gianbscreen 23" die:penal, 295 square-inch color p.c•
re.

'Sizes 2-6X
Boys

Save Now
on JEANS

For boys who want the "western look"...
moms who want long wear, easy care.
PERMA-PREST denim of cotton and Dupont
420 Nylon. Double knees, rip-resistant
seams. Assorted colors.
Boys' 2.99 PERMA-PREST Shirts
2.47

Girls' Sizes 7 to 14
PERMA-PREST jeans in popular raised cotton twill. Soil-release finish for easy care.
Fashion back styling. PERMA-PREST mesh
weave knit top is polyester and cotton.
Regular 5.49 Chubby Style Jeans
4.97
Mesh Weave Mock Turtleneck Shirts
2.37

*Transistorized Now Vista VHF honer and Solid State UHF
tuner provide unsurpassed signed-polling power.

*RCA solid integrated cirCu;t in A.F.T. circuitry marks a
Melee advance in TV chassis design. Tiny silicon 'chip"
carries• crimples system of “Oopon4a en o space lade
bigger than the head of • pin. Engineered for utmost
reliability.

*Automatic chromic, control •lectronicolly stobilizes th•
color intensity setting you select for each channel.

Sears

JUST
ARRIVED?

*Solid Stare color demodulator delivers to the pichoo
tots* a fruit, reproduction of what the TV camera "sees."

*Hew Vista 25,000-uelt chassis features Solid State cern.
ponents In important circuits for greater effency and
long If. egnectancy.

*lighted channel indicators for both VHF and UHF.

We've no red
carpet to roll out;
no brass band to
serenade you. But
we can help you
with names and
locations of
schools, lists of
community facilities, shopping
Information and
all the other things
you'll want to know
about your new home town.
'A Welcome Wagon hostess will visit at your convenience
to provide all this and gifts as well.
It's all yours—free—for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon.

Regular 3.29

257
Regular $5

NO MON
EY DOWNI
up to

397

3 years to pay at ...

WHIT ENA V EN
POPLAR
CROSSTOWN

MOP

MAURICE
•

Girls' Wear, Sears Whitehaven, Poplar, Crosstown
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Bark
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

Name
Address
City

A FURNCTURE & APPLIANCES

C

o I would like to subscribe to

1160 S. Bellevue at McLemore
00141141•1411

Olt-Woy II losO4

El I already subscribe to
Fill out coupon and mall to Circulation Dept.

c..t 401•44—Comeo I•• tht
P1.441 #44-7331

•

•

•

Phone

O Please have the Welcome Wagon Hostess call on me

11441.10011111110111 11100•11141011100•111••••,110000000011111111•••••••
••••••••••••

•
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WELCOME
NEWCOME RSI Use this coupon to lot us know you're here

•

396.5151
682-1511
276-0411
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SlashaV Pikes
Will Cut Your rood Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps!
TOP VALUE STAMPS
KROGER

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

.
14,41tAhtt
CLOSING OLTT SEASON — The Magicians of LeMoyneOwen College are nearing the end of their basketball scheAwe, playing their last three games on the road. They'll
4e at Fisk in Nashville, Feb. 13; Tougaloo in Tougaloo,
31iss., Feb. 14, and Lane in Jackson, Feb. 17. Front row,
left to right: Assistant Coach Robert Grider, Herbert Car.
Oer, Jerry Dover, William Meggett„, Willie Parks, Samuel

REDEMPTION
CENTERS
are conveniently located

1 TENDERAY

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITE HAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PLAZA.

Bachelor and Head Coach Jerry C. Johnson. Second row,
left to right: Robert Lipscomb, trainer; Zeb Thomas, LeRoy LeFlore, Edward Hoskins, Jackie Robinson, Melvin Tuggle and John Perry, trainer. Third row, left to
right: Larry Crawford, Willie Taylor, John Blair and T. W. '
STEAK
Hayslett.
Sirloin,

lb. $1.09

I3onci To Keynote 'Black History'

10 A.M.-5 P.M.
TUESDAY THRU SATURtroY
CLOSED MONDAYS

T-BONE
lb $1.19

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY
ILBANY, Ga. — Georgia
LCislator Julian Bond will keywee the annual Aservance of
Nelro History Week at Albany
State College February
1044.
Ile theme for this year's
weltIong observance of the accomplishments of the Negro in
AnTerica is "African-American
Sties In Retrospect and
Prespect."
fond was elected to the
Geargia House of Representativei in 1965, but did not take
his- seat until January, 1967,
being elected for a third
aft,
and having the United
tin
Staees' Supreme Court rule in
his:favor.
former SNCC staff member- and honorary member of
Phr. Kappa Literary Society at
thCLiniversity of Georgia (Al'
her) will address the observasce's opening session MondaZ morning (February 10) at
10 M'clock in Sanford Hall. The
public is invited to attend all
Nero History Week programs.
gland will speak on "Changincthe Image of the AfricanAmerican through History."
(her speakers during the
weck include: Dr. Walter C.
Daniel, President-Elect of Lincola' Universita. (Mo.); Dr. Euge* G. Sherman, chairman of
the- department of sociology,
Albany State College; Dr. Doris
Evans McGinty, as associate

(c.)

professor of music, Howard gram will launch one of the Tuesday (February 11) at 10:
University, and Dr. Clarence main objectives of the college's 00 a.m. in Carolina Hall AudiA. Bacote, chairman of the de- department of history and gov- torium.
partment of history, Atlanta ernment, the establishment of Sherman, who has been on
University.
an African and Afro-American the ASC faculty two years, will
speak
W e dnesday
morning
In addition, a number of Studies Program.
workshops and seminars have Daniel, currently directing a (February 12) on "The Negro
been scheduled during the run 13-college curriculum develop- Family: A Re-Examination."
at concurrent times each day. ment program under the Title Thursday morning's principal
These sessions will involve the III Program while on leave speaker, Dr. McGinty, will talk
principal participants of the from North Carolina A. & T. about "Afro-American Music
Negro History Week obser- University, is considered one and Its Influence on the Westvance, as well as a number of the foremost authorities in ern Scene." Dr. Bacote, Friof the college's academic fac- the area of Afro-American lit- day's speaker, will disc u s s
erature. He will speak on "Education for Citizenship."
ulty.
According to Dr. Jacob U.
Gordon, chairman of the department ot history and government at Albany State College and the college's committee for the study of Negro life
and history, this year's pro-

•

only

POSITION WANTED
•
•
Hogld helper and Baby sitter Availvenings and weekends. call:
ab
6-6612 after 4:00 p.m.
•

FOR SALE

x 239.3 — $1600 Cash
Phone 386-0376
•
_Aura—
BtINEEFEES- PA P.T SEEM'S FOR SA LE
LaChniFy and DrYg004i Store with nine
airtmeats. rented on a month to
m th basis.
TtIG is a real money maker. Have to
see.lt to believe it.
Cont▪ act Clarence Perry. 946-6421 or
0929 or Balr's Realty Co. 27 N.
,
526
Cleland. 275-3351 or 942-0244.
L0.611WW MEDIUM RED DAMASK
Couch. Good Condition. Only 660.00.
272-3134
FOR SALE
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. life and
sermons plus other pertinent Information reierding Negro History offer in
a 10 • Volume NEGRO HERITAGE
LIBRAftY can be -yours by calling
272-3326
or write
Bata Co.
1529 Madison Suite Ill
Memphis, Tenn. 38104
_
HOMES FOR SALE
2954 lipotwood 4 bedroom. Mod era
Kitchen, well to wall earpets. 9 Double
closet, Large Storage Room. Double
Garage. Corner lot 110' a 150'. Room
for Sebond House. You must see to
appteenste. Call Gene Meador, 362-1556
or 602-7624.
Mrs. W. I.. Jackson Realty Co.

FRYER QUARTERS

POUND

MORRELL'S
Cooked Hams
18 to 20 -LB.
Shank Half.

FRESH PICNIC—STYLE

PORK ROAST

POUND 35

THRIFTY

SLICED BACON

POUND

lb 490

59

_6

WORTH 10‘

swe
OS

Voc-Pak Coffee
!
lirru Tuc, FL,. 18. Limit On.

Providence AME
Hosts Institute

1: •iii0 0,
3-1b. 490
Crisco

=OS
with this coupon and 65 00 addi- 046
tional purchase, excluding tobacco. —
Good thru Tues Feb. I I .Limit I

can

BANQUET
CREAM PIES

with

and $5.00 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco

KRAFT

VELVEETA

2-lbs.

05

COFFEE

with coupon

KROGER

MAYONNAISE

\

OLIART

KROGER

CRINKLE CUT POTATOES

2 lb

34

MEL-O-SOFT

1;
EAD8
4

While Mrs. F. R. LaMarr
of 937 —H LeMoyne Drive was
at the bedside of her elderly
aunt, a patient in John Gaston
Hospital on Thursday, Jan. 27,
between 6 and 8 p.m., burglars
her apartment by
entered
cutting the screen and breaking a glass door pane.
The thieves ransacked her
home and took away an electric can opener, a Christmas
gift from Mrs. LaMarr's son.
The burglary was one more
in a series of burglaries that
have taken place within the
past month in the area.
Police were called, but apparently were unable to find
clues to the burglary.
Mrs. LaMarr said that she
could not think of a suspect,
and her neighbors offered no
information regarding the incident.

1-lb.
4-oi.
loaves

WESSON OIL

1—qt.

KROGER SMALL PEAS
AVONDALE PEACHES

1 — pint

bottle

41-lb

NO ONE REFUSED CREDIT!!
BECAUSE OF:
Wonderful what a Long

A

JONATHAN APPLES
•

3 —lb. bag

SWEET POTATOES

2 lbs.

YELLOW CORN

5 ears

POOR COPY

50 th 5-lbs. Ground Beef SO $2.93 Ei
ej
50 v, jib 3-11). or more Ground Chuck El
with Dols. Bed Roast,
3-lbs. up
0
50
with Two Cut.up Frsers
El
50
\
pkgs. Breast or Legs
2
with
g
50
Ham
Canned
any
with
50
„id, Two 8-oz. Kroger
g
Lunch Meats
50
Salads
Weic,er
Two
sr,.
s.ith
50
50 ,,i,,h 1-11, Tenn. Pride Sausage
g
25 with':' -gal Orange Juice
with 5-1b. bac Oranges or
g
Grapefruit
25
g:
25 with two heads Lettuce
VI 25 with Sweet Potatoes
t• , 1,
.•
s,ith 30, •
4 25
J
_y-

d

a-

ERP"1,

to feeling loved again.

South Central Bell
•

.itii

TOWN

because rates are low every night and all

to get

100

j

"TEEN IN
go

gotten out of hand. It won t cost much either,

way

5w,
50
50 ,Ith

edefeta , • n:

Distance call can

weekend long. Dial direct: it s the fastest

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE FT-Ak4P5 - 2/141P/69
1-71
with any pkgs. Country Oven
fi
except :.-oz. Animal Crackers W
with Soy 2 pkgs. Kroger
CI
sec-tables in Butter Sauce
any 2 pkgs. Royal Danish
Pastries
Ei
with a pkg. of Ill Family Pride
Gold Caries
Meats
Kroger
cans
two
except Vienna Sausage
51,i1

"," Preiratf

Halves or Slices
1 -lb. 13 oz. Can

do for morale when everything seems to have

WE CARRY the Notes - No INTEREST Charged...
COME
DRIVE
Today!!
Today!!

BONUS COUPON
7

cans

RED
POTATOES

•NO CREDIT
•CREDIT REJECTS
•NEW IN TOWN 'WAGE EARNER
NEW ON JOB •BANKRUPTCY
'

All Varieties. 14 oz.

KROGER VAC—PAC

Woman's Home
is RRansacked
By Burglars

AUTO SALES
•2220 So. Bellevue • Memphis •941-3656

IC:"J'Afinlinlififfnifing+fer
3-lb.

r coupon
L(relmoinggpmcgm3e' a'

WE FINANCE ANYONE!
ABSOLUTELY

KROGER GRADE "A'

59
29

Kroger

Classified Ad
Section I
277 S. Perkins
Thursday & Friday

POUND

_Hasc of I -it, can

The Missionaty Institute of ;
the South Memphis District ;
held its meeting for the month
of February at the Providence
AME Church on Monday, Feb.
10 with Mrs. A. Lee as host
president, and the Rev. J. L.
Gleese as host pastor.
Mrs. L. Owens of the St. Andrew AME Church delivred a
, very inspiring message on
the subject, "What Does the
Missionary Society Mean in
•
the Life of the Country Today?"
•
Mrs. M. R. Todd is president
of the Institute, and Mrs. F. R.
I.70T FOR SALE, $1600 CASH LaMarr reporter.
386-0376
•
GARAGE SALE

CHUCK ROAST

590
290
590

every Sunday
afternoon at
1:00 P.M.

WDIA
RADIO

T
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'Church And Violence'
Convocation Subject

Tougaloo Trustee Joins
Sloan Foundation Staff

ATLANTA, Ga. - Roy Wil- quet is set for the e‘ening
TOUGALOO, Miss. - Touga- Science, he joined the Carnegie
kins, executive director of the session.
loo College trustee Arthur L. Corporation in 1963. In 198(1 he
NAACP
New
York
City,
and last session
Singer Jr., has been elected
beads the list of a score of The ninth
vice-president of the Alfred P. became president of Educationcivic and church leaders who is scheduled for Friday morewill
Foundation of New York. al Services, Inc., a curriculum seminars
Sloan
Reports
of
ing.
national
participate
in
a
will
Nils Y. Wessell, president of reform organization which latconvocation on "The Church be made and statements from
the philantropic organization, er became Education Developand violence in the Nation" church groups on "What the
announced the addition to the ment Center, Inc.
at t h e Interdenominational Church Can Do" will be
staff after a meeting in New
Theological C e nter, March heard. A closing luncheon ends
York of the Foundation's trus- In addition to serving as, a
the four day Convocation.
11-14.
member of the Tougaloo Board
tees.
Dr. Harry V
Richardson, The partial list of particiTrustees, Singer is on the
of
Mr. Singer, 39, was graduatdirector for the Convocation, pants include Dr. Alfred Blumed from Williams College in publication committee of "The
and Rev. J. Edward Lantz stein, Institute of Defense
1950 and received a master's Public Interest" and on the Nahave released a program out- Analyses, Washington, D.C.;
degree from the University of tional Professional Advisory
line that gives a partial list Dr. J. Edward Carothers,
Michigan in 1952. After service Board of the Child Devel0pof the participants and the Board of Mission, United Methas
an officer in the U.S. Navy, ment Group of Mississippi.
agenda for the four-day meet- odist Church, Roy Wilkins, Exhe ji.,ited the staff of Massachu- He has served s,s a constlling.
ecutive Director, N.A.A.C.P.,
setts Institute of Technology as tent to Yale, the City UniverRegistration begins Tuesday New York, Reverend Andrew
administrative officer of the sity of New York and other
morning March 11." "Violence Young, So uthern
Christian
Center for International Stud- universities and government
in Affluent America, Why?" is Leadership
Conference, Atagencies and was executive
ies.
the theme for the first session lanta, Ga., Dr. L. Harold de
After further service as as- secretary of the Seventh PugTuesday afternoon, "Violence Wolf, Theologian and teacher
sistant dean of M1T's School wash Conference on Science
and Social Change" is the of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
of Humanities and So cial and World Affairs in 1961.
theme for Tuesday evening. Washington, D.C., Dean Jowill follow
Discussion
the seph C. Hough, Dean of Grad.
presentation s c h edules for uate Studi es, Claremont,
Tuesday sessions.
Calif., Dr. Harvey Seiffert,
"What the Church is Doing" School of Theology, Claremont,
is the theme for Wednesday's Calif., Dr. Vincent Harding, PLANNING TESTIMONAL - Members of the Memphis
Montgomery, president; and Washington
r, Jr. Standmorning and afternoon ses- distinguished writer on the
chapter of Frontiers International are seen making plans
ing, from left, are Frank J. Banks, Henry B. White, E. B.
sions. Reports from eight Area "Black
Atlanta, for a testimonial dinner to be given for retired Criminal
Emphasis,
Payne, Dr. E. Frank White, R. L. Freeman and Langston
Studies and seminars
are Ga., Dr. Charles Spivey, Exe- Court Judge Ben L. Hooks to be given on Monday, Feb.
Davis.
schedule for the third and cutive Director, Department
17. Seated from loft are Harem Shaw, Walter Batley, A.C.
fourth sessions.
of Social Justice, National
On Thursday the theme for Council of Churches, Dr. Gaythe morning session is "Theo. raud Wilmore, United Presbylogy Faces Violence". Papers terian Church, Philadelphia,
will be presented on the na- Penna. Reverend Benny Whitture and adequacy of Chris- en, United Church of Christ,
iiiiiiiiiitiiiiirtiiiiiiiirittiiiiiiiiiiiiirithiiiiiiiiitrirniiiiiiiiiiiiiinWiriik
:iiii
s
tian teachings concerning Vio- New York, Dr. George Web- CHICAGO, (SCLC) - Rev.1 Rev. Brazier told us that TWO sentatives, and ministers were tracts. We have tasted the
,a.
lence. In the afternoon the ber, Union Theological Semi- Jesse L. Jackson, national di-.
crucial
to
the
work
involved
.z.
.
sweetness
of
black
unity,
after
theme is "Critical Responses nary and MUST., New York, rector of SCLC's Operation will use black businessmen in in securing these electrical con- the long night of separation."
to the Morning Papers by a N.Y., and Dean Lawrence Breadbasket, announced the construction, particularly in
panel of Theologians" The Con- Jones, Union Theological Semi- awarding of over $400,000 in the Woodlawn Gardens proI=
=
vocation-Founders Day Ban-1 nary, New York, N.Y.
I=
electrical contracts to four gram. Our black consciousness
r--•
1Eblack electrical contractors in plus our black cooperation has
i=
i=
the Woodlawn Gardens con- produced concrete black unity.
struction program sponsored by These electrical contracts show
The Woodlawn
Organization the real unity between TWO
,(TWO).
and Operation Breadbasket.
as
.=
"These electrical contracts "Third, the substance of NAVY Memphis, - Captain service in the
I=
Pacific War.
=,
3 Days Only February 11.12-13
=I
awarded to black companies". black unity is the power to William W. Bush, Jr., is scheI•
a
'While
serving
as
pilot
and
said Rev. Jackson, "is a break. negotiate. These
contracts duled to assume the duties of
IE
Good Only A t
i=
Dillard University will cele- a short time, has done so through for the black com-'represent a
major
break-IChief of Staff to Rear Admiral squadron leader, Captain Bush
=.
.=
was
awarded
the
Distinguished
munity
for
three
reasons.
brate its centennial this year much to shape the lives of
through with the unions for E. E. Christensen, Chief of
Flying
Cross
"for
heroism
and
with a special convocation on everyone in America, should "First, the gaining of these black companies. For so long Naval Air Technical Training,
extradinary
achievement in
Sunday, May 4, with Justice come to speak not only to significant contracts are not Iblack people were locked out here February 28.
aerial flight".
Thurgood Marshall of the Unit- Dillard but to our community accident. Tftey are the results of many unions, particularly
ed States Supreme Court as and region on this important of the SCLC's Operation Bread- the building trades, and we Captain Bush will succeed The captain is married to
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